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Islamic Fundamentalism

The attacks by Islamic extremists on the US last year on September 11, were voted the
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the UK recently. PAUL S1ENHOUSE examines some of the background to the ongoing
debate about Islam and terrorism.
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Tolkien's love for the
Blessed Sacrament
UT of the darkness of my life, so
much frustrated, I put before you
the one great thing to love on earth:
the Blessed Sacrament. ..There
you will find romance, glory, honour, fidelity,
the true way of all your loves on earth, and
more than that: Death: by the divine paradox,
that which ends life, and demands the
surrender of all, and yet by the taste (or fore
taste) of which alone can what you seek in your
earthly relationships (love, faithfulness, joy) be
maintained, or take on that complexion of
reality, of eternal endurance, which every man's
heart desires.

��---�

t,/
- J. R.R. Tolkien, writing to his son about marriage. See J. R. R. Tolkien, Letters,
ed. H. Carpenter, London, 1981, p. 53-54. In another letter [ibid, p. 340] Tolkien
describes how his wavering faith was bolstered by 'the never-ceasing, silent appeal of
the Tabernacle'.
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Editorial
Misinterpreting the Shari'a, or remaining faithful to it?

ISLAMIC FUNDAMENTALISM
The attacks by Islamic terrorists on the US last year on September 11, were voted the most signifi,cant
event world-wide in the last 100 years by 41 % of people polled in the UK recently. PAUL STENHOUSE
examines some of the background to the on°oin°
C debate about Islam and terrorism.
ar-'711N the aftermath of the
terrorist attacks on New
York's World Trade Centre,
and recent claims on Qatar
based arabic TV station 'Al
Jezira,' that suicidal cadres
....__�· of the Al-Qa'ida [Foundation]
movement were indeed responsible,
questions naturally arise about the
nature of Islamic fundamentalism
and its relationship to the Shari'a, or
Islamic Law.
F or most of us, awareness of
Islam and its myriad religious, polit
ical and cultural forms, has been
heightened by two factors: the
migration of l arge num bers of
Muslims to Western Democracies
often as refugees or foreign workers
- and the growing crescendo of
violence world-wide in the name of
Islam.
This violence snowballed after the
founding of the State of Israel in
1948, the fall of the Shah of Iran and
the subsequent setting up of the
Islamic Republic b the
atoUah
K homeini in 19 9, the in
Afghanistan b R u ia in 19
the war against Iraq in 1991 after
S addam Hussein's in asio n of
Kuwait.
Of the seventeen terrori t on!ani
sations set up in Islamic States and
named by the US State Department
in 2000 as actively engaged in
terrorism in 1999, eleven are
professedly Islamic or are rabidl ,
anti-West and operate through a
blend of M arxism and Islam to
destabilise their regions or to over
throw their respective governments.
In addition to these high profile
radical groups there are m any
anonymous extrem ist groups in
most Muslim countries devoted to
the establishment of Islamic states
ruled by the Shari'a. The Shari'a is

not just the Qur'an. As well, it
includes the Hadirh [sayings of
Muha=ad], the ljma' [consensus of
religious expert ] and the Qiyas
[analo,,, ].
Closest to Europe, Algerian
extremis belonging to the Armed
Islamic Group [GIA] h ave been

Shari 1 a Law
THE Talib an are a group of
.l. ahnic Pashruns, backed by
P · tan and educated in the
memr=:;as of Pes hawar, Lahore
and Karachi. Their aim is simple to oeare the world's purest Islamic
srair - bm their unprecendentedly
severe interpretation of Islamic
smria law (which includes forbid
ding women to work, closing
girls' schools and making beards
compulsory for men) has caused
llllease in the traditionally
relaxed cities of Kabul and Herat.
The list of unnecessary evils
banned by the Taliban's
'Depamnem to Propagate Virtue
and Eliminate Vice' runs to music,
lele · ion, magazines, photog
raphy, kite flying, pigeon flying,
paper bags, long hair and drums.
Cassene and video tape flutters
· e bunting from many Taliban
cbtl-points. With other forms of
emenainment banned, Kabul's
pons s tadium packs a crowd
every Friday afternoon, when
lhieves have limbs surgically
amputated (under anaesthetic),
female adulterers are stoned and
murderers beheaded. Others open
to arres t or beating include men
whose beard is less than a fist
length (the punishment is impris
onment until the facial hair grows
to the requisite length), anyone
absent from daily prayers and taxi
dri ers who take unaccompanied
female fares.
- Lonely Planet, Central Asia,
Melbourne, 2000 p. 544, describing
Afghanistan under Shari'a Law, before
the US led expulsion of the Taliban.

,...............................................................................................
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responsible for the deaths of more
than 40,000 Algerian civilians targeting m ainly journalists,
unveiled women and girls, intellec
tuals, and anyone it accused of
coll aborating with the secular
government.
In the light of vocal demonstra
tions of support for the terrorists
who attacked the US after
September 11 last year by certain
elements within Muslim communi
ties in the Middle East and else
where, including Australia, claims
by Benezir Bhutto, former Prime
M inister of Pakistan that 'the
Muslim faith does not allow the use
of v iolence or terrorism for any
cause,' and assurances by former US
President Bill Clinton a few years
ago, that 'even though we have had
problems with terrorism coming out
of the Middle East, it is not intrinsi
cally related to Islam,' deserve exam
ining.
S ince its foundation in the
seventh century, Islam has, with few
exceptions, dominated by military
force the regions where it has been
implanted. The juridical status of
non-Muslims living in these coun
tries h as not ch anged s ince
Muhamm ad's time: under the
Shari'a they are not second-class citi
zens, they are non-persons.
Up until the 1800s it was virtually
urtheard of for Muslims to live in a
non-Islamic country of their free
will. Apart from exceptional circum
stances, they were forbidden to do
so. The Qur'an is interpreted as
forbidding them to submit them
selves to non-Islamic laws; to obey
non-Islamic rulers and by implica
tion, to send their children to non
Islamic schools.
Muslim fundamentalists take the
Qur'an to be a divine and irrevo-
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cable Law revealed by God to
Muhammed. It legislates for every
aspect of their lives, social, political,
cultural and religious. For funda
mentalist Islam, democracy ,with its
secular laws, rulers, judges, courts
and associations is an affront. The
only rulers and judges with legiti
mate authority are those whose
authority comes from the Shari'a.
For fundamentalist Muslims, the
Shari'a teaches them to fight non
Muslims, while the punishment for
those who resist Islam and the
Prophet Muhammad is 'that they
should be killed or crucified or their
hands and their feet should be cut
off on opposite sides or they should
be imprisoned'.
In the Qur'an the Prophet decreed
that 'infidels,' i.e. Jews and
Christians, along with atheists, ratio
nalists, agnostics, humanists and
free-thinkers, are to be warred
against. He warned Muslims against
friendship with non-Muslims, a
caution repeated by the Taliban in
Afganistan and by fundamentalists
world-wide.
Fundamentalist Muslims demand
that Muslims who change their reli
gion be killed. They cite Ibn 'Abbas,
the cousin of Muhammad who
quoted the latter as decreeing 'kill
him who changes his religion,' and
'behead him'. I t would be this
Shari'a law that the Taliban were
enforcing against the Christians
charged with preaching Christianity,
before the US invasion of
Afghanistan and the driving under
ground of the Taliban.
For fundamentalists, the world is
divided into those who live in a dar
al-harb or 'land of war,' meaning any
country inhabited by non-Muslims
who have not yet been subjugated to
Islam; and those who live in dar al
Islam or 'land of Islam' [surrender],
b y which they mean a country
where the precepts of the Shari'a are
imposed strictly.
All Western , free, democratic
countries are, in Islamic terms, dur
al-harb or 'lands of war' where
fundamentalist Muslims may legiti
mately, in fact are obliged, to do all
they can to bring about the domi
nance of Islam. Any war-like act
against non-Muslims in a dar al-harb
is lawful and just.

Cheers!
TN 61 B.C. the greatest triumphal
.J.procession the world had ever
witnessed passed through !he streets
of Rome, Pompey was hailed as the
conqueror of three contin ents,
Europe (Spain), Africa and Asia. His
arrival caused a furore. Through !he
streets came prisoners from ilistant
lands and treasures of unimaginable
splendour: five sons and two daugh
ters of the great Mithridates; the
Jewish king Aristobulus; Tigranes,
son of !he Armenian king, together
wilh his wife and daughter; hostages
from Albania, Iberia and northern
Syria; Ollhaces, commander of the
Colchians; !he rulers of the Cilicians;
women from the royal harem of
Scythia; Menander, commanding
general of Mithridates' cavalry;
massive chests containing huge
fortunes i n coin, and emblems of
victory. The procession was preceded
by placards listing the countries and
peoples conquered by Pompey.
There was a picture of Mithridates
dying, surrounded by the girls who
'voluntarily' sh ared his death.
Pompey had captured 1,000
fortresses and over 900 large towns,
and had defeated twenty-two kings.
He handed over to the public exche
quer minted money and gold and
silver vessels worlh 20,000 talents about £83 million. His own appear
ance as he passed through Rome in
!he midst of this gigantic triumphal
march was modest and unassuming,
but he is said to have been wearing
an over-garment, 260 years old even
at that time, which formerly
belonged to Alexander the Great and
had been found among !he treasures
of Mithridates.
And the people? They did what
they always do on such occasions:
they cheered.
- Ivar Lissner, Power and Folly, London
1958.

When the former chief Justice of
Iran, Ayatollah Abdul Karim
Ardebili, during a Friday Mosque
speech in September 1991 called on
Muslims to kill Americans, destroy
US property and 'make life bitter for
them,' he was conjuring up demons
whose effects were all too evident on
September 11, 2001.
The major contemporary radical
Islamic groups derive their inspira
tion from the teachings of Said Qutb
in Egypt an9- al-Mawdudi in
Pakistan. According to Qutb, a
leadin g figure in the Muslim
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Brothers, condemned to death for his
involvement in a plot to assassinate
former Egyptian President Nasser,
all polytheists, hypocrites, Jews,
Christians, secular rulers, commu
nist states and capitalist systems,
have conspired to undermine Islam
and are to be resisted.
Both Qutb and al-Mawdudi put
Jihad at the forefront of Islamic
obligations. In the words of the
Ayatollah Khomeini, Jihad 'means
the conquest of all non-Muslim
territories. It will be incumbent on
every able-bodied adult man to
volunteer for this war of conquest
whose final goal is the domination
of Qur'anic Law from one end of the
earth to the other'.
The carnage wreaked in New
York and Washington a year ago had
all the hall-marks of the work of
Mujahidun, or fundamentalist
Muslims acting out the jihad.
The conspiracy of silence in the
mass-media when fundamentalist
Islamic violations of the rights of
Muslims and non-Muslim minori
ties are concerned - the ongoing
slaughter of Christians and other
non-Muslims by the Laskar Jihad
in the Moluccas and the island of
Sulawesi in Indonesia, is an
example - has d one much to
convince the likes of Usama bin
Laden that their cause is just and
that many in the West approve of
it.
Fundamentalist Muslims are a
vocal minority; they are not typical
of the vast majority of Muslims
throughout the world. It would
greatly help the cause of moderate
Islam if its proponents came out
courageously and strenuously in
condemnation of v iolence and
terror emanating from within their
communities. Their cred ibility
would be enhanced if they
supported efforts to remove from
their religious and legal tradition
whatever could be construed
inciting v iolence against non-
Muslims, and if they prote ed at
the violation of the righ of all be they Muslims or non
Muslims - in· Islamic corm.tries.
This is a modified vcrsion of an article by the
author that first appeared in the Courier Mail
Brisbane on Sanrrday September, 15, 2001.
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Our sincerest thanks to the many subscribers to
nals Australia, who very generously send a small donation
along with their annual renewal - this assists in defraying
lhe heavy costs incurred in producing our magazine.
- Editor, Annals

TV 1 ing Reality

DAY it only takes ten minutes of
J;:
flipping channels to find that what
ever pet theory one had about the world
up to that moment is badJy shaken. It's
one thing to think about America in the
abstract and another to actually see half a
dozen preachers preaching, talk shows on
everything from politics to dieting, cease
lessly repeated commercials, forty-year
old sitcoms with canned laughter, cooking
shows, wars and revolutions in progress,
music videos, soaps, the shopping chan
nels selling wigs, discount jeweller
burglary alarms, and Samurai steak
knives. 'We are corning to you live,' the
reporters remind us from a forest fire or an
office building where a disgruntled
employee has shot his boss and six other
co-workers.
It is, of course, impossible ro \ ~u:h zny
of this for more than a few mimnes sinre
one can't help being curious about w
on the next channel, There is just roo
much of everything. "\IIe can eilhel' try ro
take it in stride, <ittino ba · dumb
founded, or ~eek consolatioo in the I.nest
literary theo ry \ hich eeps gua:rameeing
that there is no world b~ond language.
'Don't confuse me with facts,' people say
jokingly, and there is some truth in lh2L
What is called realism has alwaI s been
based on a principle of selection, a w a ' of
cutting up that messy reality into manage
able parts; television tries to do this while
making the reality more of a mess.
- Charles Sirnic, reviewing The Diagnosis, in T11e
New York Review ofBooks, February 22, 2001.
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�--------------letters,--------------although Feuerbach might have been
the key figure in the replacement of
theology by anthropology in the
modern mind, I wonder if we can
dismiss Hegelian-type theology as at
least a subliminal element in contem
porary Christian thought.

Priorities Askew
Is history repeating itself? At the
height of the debate to introduce
abortion in South Australia many
Catholics seemed to devote more
attention to incorporating gender
equity in the liturgy and to vandal
ising the interiors of some of our
historic churches than to opposing
the deliberate ending of human life.
South Brighton SA 5048

BERNARD MARTIN

The Heritage of Hegel

I

Thank you for the good reading in
the A pril-May issue. I became
involved particularly in the account
of Andreas Feuerbach, which placed
his philosophy as a bridge between
those of Hegel and Marx. In addition
to us knowing that Feuerbach was
led to see anthropology as more
significant than theology, thus
earning him the title 'Father of
Modernism', I wonder if a little
dwelling on the actual thought
processes of Hegel and Feuerbach
might help to explain problems in
contemporary approaches to God. For
myself, in my youth, I had assumed
that someone like Hegel would have
been an atheist, but was surprised to
learn eventually (from Paul Tillich's
History of Christian Thought), that Hegel
had a vision of God and Man
embroiled in a spiritually symbiotic
relationship in which 'God comes to
know Himself in Man's knowledge
of God apart from that knowledge of
Him which is in Man'. Feuerbach
challenged this by attacking the
symbiotic idea, and reducing God to
a human projection of the father
image onto the screen of infinity.
Marx went further and invoked the
social (class) dimension of this line of
thought.
Marx has been more or less de
p opul ari sed with the fall of the
Communist empire in Europe, and

R. L. HARTY
Yeronga Qld 4104
[Hegel's vision is a far c r y from
Christianity. It is a pantheistic 'panlogism'
- with the Absolute (God) manifesting
Itself in Nature and Spirit. This Spirit then
manifests Itself as 'sub jective' (the indi
vidual) and 'objective' (th e family, society,
state). All this happens by means of a
dialectic process: something real (thesis)
produces its opposite (antithesis) and then
both together produce something superior
(synthesis). Hegel's theory energised the
materi alism of Feuerbac h and the
Socialism of Marx to produce Dialectical
Materialism: i.e. Communism. Hegelian
type 'theology' smacks of 'Liberation'
theology, and would indeed worry this
writer. Ed. Annals]

In Every Home
Enclosed is my cheque covering
renewal of my subscription to Annals
together with a small donation.
Keep up the good work! This is
truly a magnificent publication and
needs to be in every home
throughout Australia.
Castle Hill NSW 2154

VINCE TRAYNOR

Ageing Well
The editorials become better with
age as they are rich in logic, presenta
tion, written with clarity and present
information not gleamed from the
secular media.
Long life to the editor with my
blessing.
Erina NSW 2250
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Frustration

Your Annal's editorial of
April/May 2002, is not the first
article I have read, setting out the
dire events in the Church since the
Second Vatican Council. In particular
we have seen the role taken by reli
gious men and women in under
mining the Church's liturgical life
and moral teachings.
It seems to me that in addition to a
general upholding of the Church's
teachings, as you do in your maga
zine, religious and laity should be
encouraged to become involved in
objecting to the wrongs in the
Church and society.
With the many good orthodox
religious and lay people in Australia,
it is surprising that a combined voice
cannot be heard loud and clear. Don't
we have the resources to establish
media to promote the truth? Is is that
we are afraid to speak the truth?
There is hardly a bishop or priest in
Australia who is prepared to teach
that contraception is intrinsically evil
and cannot be condoned under any
circumstances. The most hostile
abuse and insults that I have ever
received was from a priest immedi
ately after I had served Mass for him.
I told him that he had no right to tell
the congregation not to worry if they
were having trouble with the
Church's teaching on contraception;
but they should seek guidance in
prayer.
Probably the point of this letter is
to express my total frustration at
seeing so many religious attacking
the Church while the many orthodox
will not combine to unequivocally
promote the Church's teachings.
St Ives, NSW 2075

FRANK O'CONNOR

Spike Milligan
The l ate comic genius Spike
Milligan was an occasional contrib
utor to the English 'Catholic Herald';
his sometimes startling religious
views were accepted with indulgent
tolerance by its editors.
His heart, if not his theology,
seems to have been in the right place.
Kinibilli SW 2061

GREG SCAHILL

More on Our Lady
My very thanks to you for your
work for us Catholics. The Annals is

the best Catholic journal in Australia.
I would like to ask you to write
more articles about the Virgin Mary
of Lourdes Fatima and Medjugorje.
Liverpool NSW 2170

A precious gift
NOW AVAILABLE FROM CHEVALIER PRESS

MRs ROSALIA l>OPECNA

Sexual Equality
Congratulations on Giles Auty's
article on feminism, [Annals 2/2002].
In the 70s there was a policy of
'equalising the sexes', later declared
illegal by the European Parliament.
In practice this meant here that
women were preferred to men in
employment thus excluding men
more qualified than women in
attempting to 'equalise the sexes'.
Concord NSW 2137

GORDON BRIDGES

Muslim uprising in Trinidad
Re the Islamic Question. I write to
remind you of the Islamic uprising in
Trinidad and Tobago in 1990. Only
400 s trong, these Negro Muslims
(none of them a born Muslim) were in
two teams - one group took o Ver the
Parliament and the others took oV er
the television station at dusk, 6 pm on
a Friday night. At that time the saeets
were choked with traffic - the
Parliamentarians were stripped naked
and held for six days, naked. The
Muslims at Television House took the
public by surprise and announced that
the government had fallen, that they
were now in charge; at the end of six
days, the acting President of the
Rep ublic of Trinidad granted an
amnest y to the Revolutionaries to
settle the business.
The whole matter was taken to
court and the acting President would
not say he was under duress when he
granted the amnesty, and eventually
through a lot of back and forward
with long winded lawyers, the matter
went to the Privy Council. The
Australian legal QC Geoffrey
Robinson acted for the Muslims and
won the case and the Revolutionaries
were awarded 'damages' against the
Government.
This was an outrage but there was
certain suppon for this finding because
all these Muslims were egroes, and
there has b een tension between
Negroes and Indians for generations.
My information is that the govern
ment has never ever paid this amount
of damages and the Muslims know

STATUEITES

of Our Lady of the
Sacred Heart of Jesus

� tf O uLDED

from volcanic

lVLsh from Mt Pinatubo in

the Philippines by the victims of
the devastating eruption in 1991,
these beautiful statues cost only
$10 (includes postage anywhere
in Australia). All profit from the
sale of these statues goes to the
victims and their families.
Send your orders to: Chevalier Press,
PO Box 13, Kensington NSW 2033.
Phone: (02) 9662 7894/9662 7188.
Fax (02) 9662 1910

bastard' in his personal qualities such
as his 'legendary' ingratitude. Galileo
was certainly not seen thus by the
person possibly closest to him, his
daughter, Sr Maria Celeste, to whom
as Hitchings recalls, was delegated
Galileo's penance of reciting the
Peritential psalms. Let Maria herself
comment on this in her letter to her
father of3 October 1633:
' ... I succeeded in obtaining
permission to view your sentence, the
reading of which, though on the one
hand it grieved me wretchedly, on the
other hand it thrilled me to have seen
it and found it a means of being able
to do you good, Sire, in some very
small way; that is, by taking on myself
the obligation you have to recite one
time each week the seven psalms and
I have already began to fulfil this
requirement, and to do so with great
zest, first because I believe that prayer
accompanied by the claim of obedi
ence to Holy Church is effective and
then too, to relieve you of this care.
Therefore had I been able to substitute
myself in the rest of your punishment,
most willingly would I elect a prison
even straighter than the one in which I
dwell, if by so doing, I could set you at
liberty. Now we have come this far,
and the many favours we have already
received give us hope of having still
others bestowed on us, provided that
our faith is accompanied by good
works, for, as you know better than I,
Sir, 'fides operibus mortua est' ('faith
without works is dead').
S uch was the devotion of a
daughter in 1633 , and such was the
Catholic faith of the time.

that if they insist on payment they will
be sued by the Goverment for all the
damage they caused in Parliament and
at Television House and because they
had burnt-down Police HQ which
was an impressive Gothic building. It
was totally guttered.
I believe what I have written is an
ac=ate account of the position that
remains unrecorded.

May I renew my hearty congratu
lations for Annals. Under your editing
it is a source of inspiration, education,
and entertainment unequalled in the
Catholic Press anywhere!

Sydney WOO

Coogee NSW 2034

AME SUPPLIED]

Yeronga Qld 4104

RAYMOND HARTY

Unequalled

JACK MASON

Galileo's daughter

In perspective

Thank you for Stephen Hitchings'
re iew of the circumstances of
Galilei's fall from official grace in
1633. In giving us the history of the
scientific argument involved
however, he makes Galileo out to be
something of the p ro verbial 'old

I enjoyed your article on the
history of the Middle East conflict
and the article on refugees. It helps
put things in perspective. The daily
papers are inclined to be biased in
favour of what is popular and gener
ates the most sales.
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ANNALS CROSSWORD No. 7

ACROSS CLUES

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
14.
15.
17.
20.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Universal; all inclusive (8)
Capable of being tilled for crops (6)
Daughter-in-law of Naomi (4)
A less common term for All Saints'
Day (10)
One of the disciples, called the twin
(John 20:24) (6)
Cherish (8)
Old Testament prophet (2 Sam 7:2)
(6)
To feel remorse (for) (6)
Lamb of God (Latin) (5,3)
Second book of the Bible (6)
Receptacle for the reserved Eucharist
(10)
Memorial service (4)
To bring back to mind (6)
Son of Jacob, brother of Dan (Gen
30:5-8) (8)

6.
7.
13.
16.
18.
19.
21.
22.
24.

24:5) (8)
Nobel Peace Prize winning Bishop of
East Timor (6,4)
St Therese of Lisieux, a.k.a. "The
Little ......" (6)
969 year-old-grandfather of Noah
(10)
Fervently (8)
Censer; incense burner (8)
Saint persecuted by Diocletian (Feast
Day Jan 22) (7)
Gifts and favours granted by God (6)
Release from an obligation (6)
Sworn statement (4)
SOLUTION TO NO. 6

DOWN CLUES

1. A cowl-wearing monk, belonging to
a branch of the Franciscan order (8)
2. Eschew (4)
3. Communion tables (6)
4. One who assists the priest during
Mass (7)
5. An early name for a Christian (Acts

An y chance of an Annals g e t 
together s o that readers could meet
the authors and illustrators?
I am an ex-Chevalier pupil, so I
have been reading the Annals for
about 38 years. I must have taken out
a subscription when I started work in
1970.
Gymea NSW 2227

MICHAEL LINKS

© Brian O'Neill 2002

True Christianity
In the wake of the recent paedophile
scandals affecting all Christian denom
inations, it has been disconcerting to
read in letters to Catholic journals, and
even hear from the pulpit, oblique
references to 'not casting the first stone'
etc. and that we should exercise uncon
ditional compassion and love towards
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these offenders so that we are prac
tising 'true' Christianity!
I feel that we have totally lost the
plot here. There is a marked difference
from committing a sin between two
consenting adults (adultery) to which
Jesus was referring when He made
that famous remark, and the references
on leading others astray - one in
Matthew and one in Luke which were
about children in particular.
(Jerusalem Bible).
M atthew's gospel ( 18) reads:
'anyone who welcomes a little child
like this in my name welcomes me.
But anyone who is an obstacle to bring
down one of these little ones who have
faith in me would be better drowned
in the depths of the sea with a great
millstone around his neck. Alas for the
world that there should be such obsta
cles! Obstacles indeed there must be,
but alas for the man who provides
them'.
Luke's gospel (17 1-3) reads 'He
said to his disciples 'obstacles are sure
to come b ut alas for the one who
provides them! It would be better for
him to be thrown into the seas with a
millstone put around his neck than
that he should lead astray a single of
these little ones. Watch yourselves!'
I find those two statements quite
clear, every bit as clear in their context
as the woman taken into adultery.
Why then for the past 30 years or so are
we so paralysed with fear to mention
this? Or for that matter any of the other
tough things that Jesus said? Have we
totally convinced ourselves that He
said nothing that might be offensive to
our collectively delicate feelings, so we
skirt away and use only what doesn't
upset our peace of mind and gives us a
reason to feign love and compassio!l?
What we can surely judge is a person's
actions and if warranted he should
answer for them to the religious, judi
cial and social authorities. With these
words of Jesus in mind, only God
knows all the secrets of the human
heart. He, and He alone, is the judge of
it. God needs no help from arrogant
man, even of the well-meaning variety!
Frankston Vic 3199

MAUREEN FEDERICO

(Readers' comments are welcomed, not just on mate
rial that appears in Annals, but on issues that concern
the Catholic and the wider community. Please keep
your letters short. They may be edited if too long.
Always print your full name and address, and
include a day-time phone or fax number or e-mail
address at which you can be reached. Editor, Annals).

�

------------meditation--------------

THOUGHT FROM THE LITURGY OF THE DAY
10 Thursday Week 27 Luke 1:75

21 Monday Week 29

That we might serve God in holi
ness and justice all the days of our
lives in his presence.

We are God's work of art.

11 Friday Week 27

In Christ, you are being built into

Gal 3:11

22 Tuesday Week 29 Eph 2:22

Find life through faith.

a house where God lives, in the

12 Saturday Week 27

Spirit.

Gal 3:27
Baptised in Christ, you have all
clothed yourselves in Christ.

OCTOBER

13 Sunday Week 28

2 3 Wed Week 29

Isaiah 12:3

With joy you will draw water from
the wells of salvation.

1 Tuesday Therese

Psalm 23:6
Surely goodness and kindness
shall follow me all the days of my
life.

14 Monday Week 28

hope in his love.

2 Mon Guardian Angels Ex 23:20

Gal 5:1
When Christ freed us, he meant us
to remain free.

Mat 18:3
Only if you become a little child can
you enter the kingdom of heaven.
I myself will send an angel to guard
you as you go.

3

Tuesday Week 26 Job 19:26
After my awaking, he shall set me
close to him, and from m flesh I
shall look on God.

4

Wed Francis Assisi Gal 6:1
The marks on my body are those of
Jesus.

5 Sat Week 26

Luke 10:23
Happy the eyes that see what you
see.

6 Sunday Week 27

Psalm 80:19
God of hosts bring us back; let your
face shine on us and we shall be
saved.

7 Mon

BVM - Rosary Lk 1:45
Blessed are you, Virgin Mary, who
believed that the promise made you
by the Lord would be fulfilled.

8 Tuesday Week 27 Luke 10:41

Martha, you worry and fret about so
many things.

9

Eph 2:10

15 Tuesday Teresa

Ps 90:14
Fill us with your love that we may
rejoice.

16 Wed Week 28 Gal 5:25
Since the Spirit is our life, let us
be directed by the Spirit.

17 Thur IgnatiusAntiocli Jnl2:26
Vfhere er I am, m
vvith me..

er Vant 'Arill be

18 Frida

St.Luke Luke 10:9
The kingdom of God is er near
you.

19 Saturda y l''leek 28

Eph 1:23
The church is his bod y, the full
ness o.f him who fills the whole
creation.

20 Sunday Week 29 lThess 1:4
You have shown your faith in
action, worked for love and perse
vered through hope, in our Lord
Jesus Christ.

Wed Week 27 Psalm 119:34
Train me, Lord, to observe your law,
to keep it with my heart.

24 Thursday Week 29

Ps 33:18

The Lord looks upon those who

2 5 Friday Week 29

Eph 4:1

I implore you to lead a life worthy
of your vocation.

26 Sat Week 29

Rom 8:9

The Spirit of God has made his
home in you.

2 7 Sun Week 30

Mat 22:39

You must love ypur neighbour as
ourself.

28

on Simon & Jude Ps 19:5

o oice is heard, yet their words
go forth co the utmost bounds of
the world.

2 9 Tuesday Week 30

Eph 5:21

Give way to one another in obedi
ence to Christ.

30 Wed Week 30

Luke 13:23

Try your best to enter through the
narrow door.

31 Thur Week'30

Eph 6:18

Pray all the time, asking for what
Thoughts compiled by Father Michael
Fallon, MSC.
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you need, praying in the Spirit on
every possible occasion.

Pilgrim People---

----

----.

In Training for the Heavenly Olympics

THE EIGHT-0-FIVER
Every day more than 1 million passengers travel in 1458 carriages over the 2,060 kms of railway
tracks around New South Wales. We are fortunate that some of the adventures and lessons of
train travel have been recorded for Annals readers by FATHER MAX BARRETT CSSR in this first of
a series of articles on commuter extraordinaire Joseph Meagher.
HE 8.05 out of
Cronulla was much
the same as any other
Monday to Friday,
city-bound train:
"'
• .eight
c arriages,
to
the
_,:l.;z_�"l-•*c.:i loaded
gunwales with commuters who
looked alternately spick and span or
grotty; showered or unshaven; eager
or mummified.
But the leading carriage of the five
past eight from Cronulla did not
entirely conform to the general pattern,
because that compartment was
almost the personal property of
Joseph A. Meagher, commuter extra

ordinaire.

Extraordinary? He stood out. Tall,
erect figure. Shock of white hair that
looked like the nest of a not particu
larly fussy bird, the whiteness accen
tuating the most wonderfully blue
eyes ... the smile that was seldom
absent from an incredibly mobile
face; and the voice! To say it was loud
would be to show a l amentable
disregard for the wonderful phenom
enon of sound. When Joe spoke which was most of the time - his
words touched every p art of the
confining space but they did not
batter the walls; they caressed them.
These characteristics, particularly

the voice, were all part of the
phenomenon. What made this
commuter the 'extraordinaire' one
w as the wealth of comment that
flowed from this suburban Socrates.
He would soliloquise. Hamlet was
not in the same class. He would
break into song; he would pose a
question and answer it. Over the
period of a few years he passed from
being an oddity to an institution.
People made up their own minds
about Joe and, accordingly, voted
with their feet. They either steadfastly
avoided Carriage One or they
elbowed their way into it. Was Joe
having them on, or was he genuinely
unconscious of his 'prophet' role?
Was he manifesting a genial form of
Alzheirners? The pro-Joe party were
not sure. Either way, he was top
value. It soon became evident that, in
the course of a year, if seven of the
8.0S's compartments carried their
thousands, Carriage Number One
carried its tens of thousands.
When the definitive history of
Australia's railways is written, a
chapter will undoubtedly be devoted
to the subject in hand, with attention
given to an amazing aspect of its
uniqueness, namely: the commuters
in this part of the train actually stmted
to talk to one another. In whispers, of
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course; anyone who spoke with
raised \' oice would b e shushed
severel . One topic of conversation
was: h would this man - clearly
beyond retirement age - line up on
an early train and on a completely
regular basis? Bur here's not to reason
why.
On this particular morning, Joseph
Meagher began proceedings with an
uncharacteristi booming voice:
'When the final curtain is rung
down on our world scene ... when
the great drums roll and the trumpets
blast .. . hen the books are opened
and the solemn a ounting begins ...'
(Joe here svI itched from solemn
mode to ordinar conversational
tone): 'One of the great mysteries will
be re ealed, J [ELY:' (pause, then)
'Wh
as the .05 so often running
late? I mean, if the rail line extended
beyond our fair suburb, I could under
stand the po ibility of hitches. But
the 8.05 starts from here. However, it's
nice to knm that CityRail apologises
for an incon enience caused. That
inVariabl gets me . .. here. Joe made
a sentimental gesture towards his
heart. 'I mean, that's damned hand
some of them, don't you think? The
gent v ho flanked Joe on the left had
emerged from the business page of
the daily rag and had watched the

orator open-mouthed. The impact of
Joe's direct question sent him scam
pering back to the security of the All
Ordinaries. "One day I'm going to go
into the office of the Commissioner
for Railways and I'll take him by the
hand and say some consoling thing
like 'There, there' and urge him not to
let these delays get to him and reas
sure him with the rhetorical question:
' hat's a few minutes here and
there?"'
'Actually, I've worked out the
answer to that question; the question
about the few minutes. One morning,
as I've paced the platform of our
flower-starved, train-starved station, I
found solace in beautiful thoughts,
thusly: we can rely on a five-minute
delay at least once a week. Five
minutes once a week adds up to 260
minutes in the year.
'The 8.05, I'm reliably assured,
carries on average 500 patrons each
run. This makes an aggregate loss of
105,000 working minutes, which
translates into 1750 hours. That is
the equivalent of 250 full working
days. Now, if the 250 number is
multiplied by, say, a hundred because I estimate there would be a
hundred work-force trains required
per day in our great metropolis that means ...
'That means,' J o e o n c e again
addressed his left-flanker who had
abandoned the fascination of the
All Ords, 'that means I have been
talking high-grade rubbish. We
have an exceptionally efficient rail
service. The o c c asional h i t c h
emphasises how smooth-flowing it
is in its overall functioning. Don't
you agree?'
The man moved his lips up and
down but no sound came forth. So he
nodded vigorously.
'Five minutes ...' It was the
dreamy Joe Meagher speaking now.
'A five-minute delay means the gift of
five minutes to reflect: to reflect on all
those large slabs of time: my life span,
my life, which moves so swiftly!

When as a child I laughed and wept,
Time crept.
When as a youth I thought and talked,
Time walked.
When I became afull-grown man,
Time ran.
When older still I daily grew,

New edition from Father Michael Fallon MSC

THE APOCALYPSE

This ne and re ised edition of Michael Fallon's
'
popular Commentary on the Apocalypse is now
available from Chevalier Press or from Catholic
Bookseller . The Apocalypse is a treasure from our
Christian past that has been much-used and abused
since it v a v itten. Father Fallon reveals it as a
symboli manifesto of the ultimate victory of love, and
of the values of Christ, over the oppressive Roman
state at the lose of the first century AD.

'

$13.95

[Include GST and postage and handling]

*

· lso by Father Michael Fallon

F,OlJR GOSPELS FOR
CATHOLICS

Commentaries on the three Synoptic Gospels and the
Gospel of Si: John by Father Michael Fallon, MSC
ha e been published and are now available from
Che alier Press.

* The Gospel ofMatthew, 395 pp
* The Gospel ofMark, 294 pp
* The Gospel of Luke, 375 pp
* The Gospel ofJohn, 386 pp

$24.95 each
or (special discount price): $80 for the set of four
[Includes GST. Postage and handling extra]

Orders ma be sent to our postal address, Chevalier Press, P.O. Box
13, Kensington SW 2033 or by phoning (02) 9662-7894 or faxing
(02) 9662-1910. Copies may also be obtained from Catholic Adult
Education Centre, Locked Bag 888, Milperra Business Centre NSW
1891, or an y Catholic bookseller.

Timeflew.
Soon I shallfind in passing on,
Time gone.
0 Christ, 1.vilt Thou have saved me then?
Amen.
The carriage was silent and uncharacteristically - Joe joined in the
quiet. A woman timidly approached
him and said: 'I used to know that
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lovely poem. It is called Times Paces.
Could you let me have a copy of it?'
The quiet continued. The lady took
a closer look at the oracle and saw
that Joseph Meagher was
away with the angels, �
sleeping peacefully.
[To

BE CONTINUED]
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Prophecy concerning William
the_ Conqueror

I

'

T this time there lived in some
art of the Teutonic country a
ermit, who was a devout and
holy man, and among his other gifts and
graces had the spirit of prophecy. To this
man, Queen Matilda, wife of William the
Conqueror, sent messengers and presents,
earnest!y entreating him to pray for her
husband and her son Robert, and besides
to send her a prediction of what would
happen to them in time to come. The
hermit graciously received the messenger
of so great a queen, and begged time to
the third day for making his reply. When
the third day dawned, he summoned the
queen's envoys and said to them: 'Go,
carry back this message from me to your
mistress. According to your request I have
prayed to God and have seen a vision, in
which he revealed to me the things I will
relate to you. I saw a certain meadow,
beautifully clothed with grass and
flowers, and in it there was a fierce horse
feeding. Herds of cattle stood all round,
keenly desiring to graze in the meadow,
but the wild horse drove them away, not
suffering any animal to come there and
crop the grass and the flowers.
Unfortunately, the stately and high-bred
horse suddenly
disappeared, and a
lascivious heifer
the
undertook
guardianship of the
luxuriant meadow.
the
F orthwith,
whole herd of
which
animals
stood outside ran
freely in, and
depasturing the
meadow in every
part, destroyed all
its former beauty,
without fear of its
guardian, treading
it under foot, and defiling it with their
dung. On seeing this I was much aston
ished, and asked my conductor what it
meant. He therefore explained to whole
saying: 'The meadow which you behold
is Normandy, and the grass is the multi
tude of people, living in peace and in
abundance of all things. The flowers
represent the churches, where are to be
found the chaste companies of the monks
and clergy and nuns, and where faithful
souls are continually engaged in holy
contemplations. The unbridled horse
signifies William, king of the English,
under whose protection the sacred orders
of the devout securely war for the king of
angels. The greedy animals which stand
around are the Franks, the Bretons, and
the men of Picardy and Anjou, and other
neighbouring people, who are jealous of
the prosperity of Normandy, and are
ready to pounce upon its resources, like
wolves on their prey, but are repelled by
the unconquerable might of King

I ~

William. But when, according to the laws
of human nature, he shall be taken awa ,
his son Robert will succeed him in the
dukedom of Normandy. Then her
enemies will gather around her on all
sides, and, as she will have lost her
protector, they will invade her rich and
noble territory, despoil her of her honour
and her wealth, and holding in contempt
her weak ruler, nefariously tread undcr
foot the whole country. He, like the
lascivious heifer, will abandon himself lo
lust and sloth, and set others the example
of plundering the property of the church,
and spending it on filthy pimps and
lechers. To such he will give up his
dominions, and they will be his counsel
lors in his urgent necessities. In the
dukedom of Robert, favourites and effem
inate persons will bear rule, and under
their government crime and misery vvill.
abound. The cities and villages will be
burnt, and the churches of the saints
shamefully profaned. The societies of the
faithful, of both sexes, will be dispersed,
and thousands of human beings will
perish by fire and sword, many of them
unabsolved and without the last sacra
ments, so that for their sins they will be
plunged at once into the bottomless pit.
Such calamities
will fall up on
Normandy, and as
of old she was
enormously puffed
up,
as
the
conqueror
of
n e ighbouring
nations, so under a
lax and debauched
prince, she will be
held in contempt,
and will be long
and
miserabl y
exposed to the
of
arms
her
enemies. The weak duke Robert will
have only the name of prince, 'while in
truth rogues will have the rule, both over
him and the distracted pro.vince, to the
general loss.' Such was the vision which I
lately had in answer to my prayers, and
such the explanation which my spiritual
guide gave of it. But you, venerable lady,
will not witness the calamities with
which Normandy is threatened; for, after
a good confession, you will die in peace,
and neither behold your husband's death,
nor the misfortunes of your son, nor the
desolation of your beloved country.'
Having received this message from the .
hermit, the messengers returned and
related to the queen the prophecy in
which good was mixed with evil. The
men of the succeeding age, who were
partakers in the disasters of Normandy
and saw the fires and other ravages,
found to their cost that the prophecy of
the horrible calamities and destruction
which awaited them was but too true.'
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---------book review--
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Australias Euthanasia Underground

ANGELS OF DEATH
By BRIA T POLLARD
._._,,_,aai IRST, a caution. The
evidence on which this
rests
was
book
obtained by face-to-face
interviews, sometimes
supplemented by ques
....---:-� tionnaire. Although
these are not direct evidence, it is
the reviewer's opinion, based on
the internal consistency and coher
ence of the 'anecdotes', and first
hand knowledge of the scenes of
death, that it is a sufficiently cred
ible portrayal of facts.
For the exploration of illegal
assisted suicide and euthanasia
within populations of mainly gay
and lesbian patients in San
Francisco, Melbourne and Sydney,
interviews were conducted with
49 persons, some of whom were
themselves gay or lesbian, who
had been involved in 88 first-hand
instances of euthanasia, 85 % of
which were HIV/AIDS related. Of
the 49, there were 19 doctors, 17
7
nurses,
psychol ogist/
counsellors, 5 community workers
and one nurse turned funeral
director. The 88 instances were not
the to tal of the episodes with
which the interviewees had been
associated, some reporting
involvement with as many as 5060 other events, of which no
details are given.
The degree of involvement
varied from advice in a few to an
active role in life-taking for most.
Some of the most active operators
were not doctors, but community
and hospice nurses, and thera
pists, many of whom had had no
training or experience in palliative
care. There did not seem to be
regular
organised
illegal
networks, rather a personal
approach, with occasional collabo
ration with others.
The AIDS community acts to
support its own and to provide the
justification for killing. The

Angels of Death: Exploring the
Euthanasia Underground, by Roger

S. Magnusson. Published by
Melbourne University Press, 2002.

disease has impacted on an
urbanised, hedonistic, largely
male, post-Christian population
focused on body image, personal
identity and a craving for control
and achievement. Fractured family
relationships are common, while
some live alone, alienated and
without adequate support. 'Partly
it's the gay community taking care
of its own, and partly it's what
you see when you've got one
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disease that hits one commu
nity...within one geographic area'.
'The gay community has always
felt disfranchised from the main
stream.... we've always had to
come up with our own standards
of moral practice'. Magnusson
thinks that if one factors in the
issues of guilt and unresolved
sexuality that arise in some cases,
one begins to glimpse the
immensely problematic context of
AIDS-related euthanasia.
A reader will therefore not be
surprised to know that many of
these practitioners have nothing
but scorn for the law and for the
ethical standards of their profes
sions. In affirming life for all, we
affirm the value and meaning of
our own Ii ves and our common
humanity. Euthanasia, in contrast,
is an affirmation of individual
moral freedom in a world said to
be lacking in moral absolutes.
Many of the doctors who practise
euthanasia are gay men whose
sense of loyalty to their commu
nity easily outstrips any loyalty to
abstract professional norms. One
said 'I have no problem with it
morally or ethically and frankly, I
couldn't give a damn what the law
says'. Another claimed 'I'm not too
fussed about the legal ramifica
tions ....it's all a bit of a game
really'.
Those involved in illegal life
taking variously describe it as 'a
celebration, 'really good', 'terrific
success', 'an honour' or a 'heroic
act'. 'Killing someone who is
suffering in this way is an act of
decency and respect'. Not surpris
ingly, the overriding moral justifi
cation is respect for what is
perceived as· the patient's
autonomous wish. This view is
consistent with the current inter
pretation of autonomy as nothing
more than a person's sincerely
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expressed wish, and as such, it
takes n o account of the just
competing wishes, needs or rights
of other i ndividuals or of the
community. It ignores the fact that
to offer such uncritical respect for
every sincere individual wish
would, in other contexts, be often
reprehensible, criminal or simply
foolish.
The author sees the euthanasia
underground as characterised,
abo e all, by an absence of profesionalism, without monitoring or
a ountability, and with few reli
able strategies for achieving death.
There are coercion of patients, rash
or h a t in olvement of doctors
vf l"th little or no knowledge of the
p atient '
circumstances,
euthan a ia of patients who are
till able-bodied, and the whole
conducted in an a ll-pervasive
ulture of decepcion. The most
repugnant aspea of the re Velations
is the behaviotu of some when
certain patients do not die, despite
all the nsu.al effort to kill them.
Im
admitted to choking,
suffoc tin
o r strangling a
comatose patient, or injecting air
into • ·
eraJ others reported
inciden· in hlch a third party
had suffocated che patient. In their
jarooo, these are 'pillow jobs'.
Other instances of 'anti-profes
sionalis:m' ill trace how the ethic
of 'patient Cenrred' medicine has
been undennia ed and corrupted.
The ) i n Iud e l.·illing without
patient mnsrn L; che lack of professional distancino from patients so
that car;
become too emotionally
in ol ' ed in lheir plight; the
'c Q\<,1 '"00'f /IlclTome' e idenced in
ea alier peech, attitudes and
actions, and burn-out. 'The level
of bUTI1-om arnono oa doctors is
colo
..th
e had to resort to a
kind of 'clani hne ' that feels
good, until ou realise how much
of an exd
orld the 've had
the mselves' .
to Con nu t
Magnus on aJ o criticises harshly
the poor clinical judgment so often
demonstrated, hidden by the lack
of aCcoU11tabiiity.
Among the illegal practitioners
of death, opinion on law reform is
divided betwen those who are
uneasy about their practices and

.................
would like to see some regulation,
though they don't say how, and a
majority who oppose legalisation,
recognising that regulation either
would restrict their options. or
restrict it only to doctors.
The author soon reveals that he
supports the legalisation of
euthanasia, though 'tinged with
some uncertainty'. Later, h e
discusses a long list of genuinely
difficult aspects of euthanasia
which illustrate the complexity of
end-of-life issues and the subtle
conflicts of interest that arise at the
bedside, none of which could be
expected to be adequately and
safely covered b y any form of
words written in law. This leads
him to the view that the onus
really rests on euthanasia advo
cates to show how any legislative
protocol could adequately take
account of these difficulties.
At this point, the author,
without explaining why he rejects
what he has just concluded,
proceeds to advocate unspecified
law reform. Though he knows the
contempt of illegal practitioners
for the law, he disi nge nuously
says 'Whether the activist doctors
would ignore the safeguards of a
statutory protocol.. .. we simply
don't know.' Since no law could
conceivably permit the current
abuses perpetrated b y these
doctors, this comment lacks any
concern for the lives of those who
would be threatened by any
relaxed laws on killing, even
though it is admitted on all sides
that such reform would inevitably
change society's views on the
value of human life.
He insists 'If euthanasia is to be
legalised, doctors deserve unam
biguous protection...best achieved
by a statute that sets out the pre
conditions to lawful assistance in
detail'. Nowhere i s there any
insistence that 'If euthanasia is to
be legalised, patients also deserve
unambiguous protection' or any
call for better palliative care
education for all health profes
sionals. He never mentions the
common finding of all the public
inquiries held into the conse
quences of attempts to legalise
euthanasia, namely that they could

G
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Civility of the Irish

EOFFREY Keating was born around 1580 in County Tipperary of
a particularly Gaelicised Old English Family. He bad attended a
bardic school as well as learning Latin and was ordained in
Ireland before going for further study to France in 1603. He returned in
1610 and remained in Munster until his death thirty-five years later. A
scholar, poet and preacher of distinction, he wrote works in Gaelic on the
Mass, the rosary and death of a typically Counter-Reformation kind before
composing his great work on early Irish history, the Foras Feasa ar Eirinn.
Keating has been hailed as 'the Herodotus of Ireland'. He pursued the
manuscripts and the oral traditions already threatened by the growing
collapse of Gaelic society but he put them together with new orderliness,
charaaeristic of his Old English background and continental training. The
aim of Foras Feasa ar Eirinn was, moreover, a highly strategic one, and not
dissimilar to Geoffrey of Monmouth's Historia Britonnum. On the one hand
it created a unified history within the framework of a list of kings of
Ireland, instead of continuing the old pattern of a series of annals; on the
other hand, by showing that Irish history was also one of a series of
arri y als of new groups who became integrated into the national story, he
was able to place the Old English inside, instead of outside, the Irish story
line. It was then essentially a reconciliatory book between Old Irish and
the Old English who were now at last becoming a sort of New Irish. Just
as Spenser's The Faerie Queene can be seen as an attempt to reconcile
English medieval national spirit with post-Reformation nationalism as the
battle between Protestantism and Counter Reformation Catholicism
hotted up, so was Keating's Foras Feasa ar Eirinn negotiating the union of.
the Old English with the Gaelic tradition to consolidate a common front
against the attacks of the Protestant New English. Where Spenser and all
the English-language historians found barbarism, Keating defended the
civility. He did it well and his book was widely popular. It was circulated
widely in manuscript and was, in part, printed in English and yet in Irish
it was never printed before the twentieth century.
-Adrian Hastings, The Constn,ction ofNationlwod, Cambridge University Press, 1997.

......... -............................!

never be guaranteed to protect the
lives of some others who did not
want to be killed. When he does
refer to the claim that no such law
could be safe, he critically adds
'this may reflect deeper religious
or philosophical concerns'. That
surely could be no bad thing.
Having thrown welcome light
on a dark c o r n e r of medicine
about which little was known,
for which he deserves thanks and
congratulations, it is most disap
pointing that he then declines to
offer any guidance through some
ANNALS AUSTRALASIA 15 AUGUST 2002

of the legal minefields he has
identified or to concede that they
presen tly have no satisfactory
solutions. He simply joins the
ranks of those who would prefer
bad law to safe law, so the
v u l nerable w i l l have to
look out for themselves.

l

DR BRIAN POLLARD is a retired anaestetist/
palliative care physician with an interest in
bio-e1hics. Most of his professional life was
spent in private practice as a specialist
physician. He was Director of anaestetics at
C oncord Hospital NSW, and founding
Director of the Palliative Care Service there.

r---- - -------Learning to cope·-----------�
Addiction: a special aspect of a bigger disorder

COMPULSION AND OBSESSIVE
BEHAVIOUR
This is the first of two articles by Melbourne Psychologist RONALD CONWAY who describes
various kinds of compulsive behaviour and points sufferers towards practical ways of coping.
,.,.�--- OMPULSIONS and
are
addictions
ancient problems
which our ancestors
dealt with by pra yer,
ritual observance
and
community
support. In today's 'lonely crowd'
they are less easy to deal with and
often not recognised as true symp
toms of illness.
The human organism is moved by
partly automatic and partly voluntary
actions and reactions. It is the
complex relationship between what
we choose by will and desire and
what we choose by the subconscious
force of deep habit, which makes us
vulnerable to addictive behaviour.
In drug-taking, the central nervous
system can be either benefited or
tricked into gaining pleasure or relief
from substances which heighten or
help its functions.
Heroin, the most powerful of
opiates gained from the sap of the
opium p oppy, offers a notable
example. Like its powerful sister
drug Morphine and its milder cousin
codein, it can be either beneficial or
lethal according to the amount and
frequency of use.
Valuable for allaying serious pain
in cases of cancer or for local anaes
thesia, the strong opiates can also
progressively cripple the will,
depress breathing and heart-rate,
wreck appetite and excretion and
even cause death. Nothing shows the
paradoxical nature of addiction or
how insidiously a drug or practice
can start out as a boon and end as a
bane like the poppy!
I remarked on radio many years ago
that there really are no such things as
drugs of addiction; merely people who
become addicted to drugs.

Then we come ro compulsions
which are dose! linked to addictive
problems. A compulsion is a regular
action which is frequent! accompa
nied by anxiety and becomes uncon
trollable. Co nstant, exhausting

Holy Doctors

T

HE twin brothers Cosmas and
Damian, whose feast is cele
brated on September 27th, were
born in Arabia and practised the
are of healing at Aigea, now Ayash
(Ajass) in Cilicia, Asia Minor,
with great success. They refused to
accept payment for their services to
the sick and suffering, but, as
Christians, are said to have
converted many to the faith.
When the Diocletian persecu
tion began, the Prefect Lysias had
them arrested and commanded
them to recant. Several times they
were put to the torture but
received no injury, and in the end
were beheaded with the sword.
At a later period, many legends
grew up concerning the miracles
they had wrought, and their
remains were buried in the city of
Cyrus in Syria.
The Emperor Justinian I (527565) restored the city in their
honour, and rebuilt and adorned
their church at Constantinople. At
Rome, Pope Felix IV (526-530)
erected a church in their honour to
which their relics were conveyed,
and lavishly decorated it with
most beautiful mosaics. Several
churches were dedicated to the
saints in England, including one
still existing in the Forest of Blean
in Kent.
- The Mystery and the arl ofApothecary,
CJS Thompson, London, 1929.
···-···- ····················-······························

repetition is the main pathology.
Some have a compulsion to wash a
dozen times a day or want to count
cracks in paving stones; others have
an urge to constantly tell lies, others
again to steal items they do not need
from shops.
Compulsive behaviour provides a
larger framework for l o oking at
addiction which is merely a special
aspect of a bigger disorder.
In an age of widely accessible
games of chance in casinos, clubs and
hotels, gambling becomes one of the
most disastrous compulsions. Often
it can destroy relationships and
produces domestic poverty. It affects
both affluent and poor gamblers and
more will be said about it later.
Obsessive-compulsive disorder
(or OCD) is one of the most stubborn
of psychiatric conditions to treat. We
speak of obsession when endless
rumination about some minor worry
or dilemma swamps normal, fluid
thinking and and forces the sufferer
into rigid thought patterns which can
become torment.
Here the illness is often suffered
by intelligent people who are metic
ulous, precise, nit-picking personali
ties whose aim is to find perfect
solutions and practices which will
free them from all uncertainty or
doubt.
Not surprising! , it used to be
common in religious life when
devout but fixated Cath olics
agonised endle ssly about the
sincerity of their belief in God, the
adequacy of their confessions and the
worthiness of their penance.
'Scruples' was the shorthand term for
all of this, and many priests often
used to groan inwardly at the tough
prospect of giving devout obsessives
some measure of spiritual peace.

- ----' ~ - - - - - - - - - - _ _ J
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In our post-Conciliar da s and the
decline in popularity of the first rite of
Reconciliation, obsessi Ve religiosi ry
seems less widespread. The spotlight
seems to have shifted in deV eloped
society to deeds rather than thoughts.
Compulsive behaviour - some of it
mystifying or meaningless - has
partly supplanted the inwardness of
obsessive ponderings. It is as if
compulsive persons are now more
prone to ritualistically act out some of
the impulses their forebears merely
used to brood about.
It is rare to find the sort of lady I
counselled 30 years ago. Her torment
was whether o r not to recite the
Morning Offering prayer. If she did
so and later sinned, God would be
insulted. If she failed to make the
Offering, God would still be insulted.
After six months of this quandary she
suddenly ceased worrying and stole
several items from a department
store. Obsession had been transferred
into compulsion.
Jean, as I shall call her, had come
from a large, traditional family in
which the mother ran the household
like an efficient barracks. As the
second eldest, Jean was the sibling
who had to repeat her mother's iron
clad expectations which were entan
gled with the wrathful sort of piety
sometimes found in Anglo Celtic
families of several religious persua
sions.Chronic anticipatory guilt was
the key to Jean's mental tensions and
her compulsive stealing was a cry of
combined anger and desire for help.
She is now an elderly lady, still very
driven, but much more at peace after
years of anguish.
Compulsi e shop-lifting is a
common offence in ustralian dries but must be distinguishe d from
stealing to raise mone to bu drugs.
Almost always the offender is taking
goods as a consolation prize for a lack
of human tenderness. The goods ma
be irrelevant in themselves; it is the
almost trance-like comfort gained
from 'having' where deprivation has
been present in one's emotional life.
Compulsions are hard to cure
because the underlying dynamics
tend to vary from person to person. It
has become fashionable in some
medical circles to refer most OCD
disorders to brain dysfunction reflecting the rather disappointing
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Restoration work is
our spedalty.
m odern trend to reduce so many
sophisticated psychological disorders
to some lowest neurological denomi
nator.
To be sure, severe brain dysfunc
tions do cause disorders in behaviour.
But I have discovered no really
convincing evidence that most obses
sive-compulsive disorders are due to
much beyond the rigors of environ
mental conditioning - particularly in
matters of early moral training, disci
pline and censure - when the urge to
be 'perfect' is taken too far.
The themes underlying so many
compulsions are really related to sick
nesses of self-control - too much orig
inal control and the dread of its loss,
with too much craving for protective
certainty in life. We are not meant to
live merely like puppets, blindly
following minute string-pulling
because of a tyranny of intellea o er
emotional spontaneit
Compulsions are s mptoms of
subliminal rebellion against a life too
cramped, too lackino in faith or jo y.
E en erious crim of violence have
re ulted from r eaction against

restraints too severe to bear, even as a
kind of opposite wrong-doing can
o ccur when restraints are never
learned at all.
ost obsessive-compulsives (and
their dose cousins the addicted ones)
need to be helped to find the middle
,V a of moderation and self-esteem
and to abandon dead precepts and
un-compassionate rituals in favour of
the conviction that God knows better
than us, what is necessary for a
forgiven and forgiving life.
Within reason, obsessive and
compulsive traits are by no means
to be deplored in an age which
demands higher performance in so
many walks of life. The compulsive
person contributes much more to
and
neighb o urs
w o rking
colleagues than a rather, driven
cautious style can accomplish for
himself. Engineers, accountants,
actuaries, proof readers, aircraft
contro ll ers, stage and f l o o r
managers i n T V and theatre all get
benefit from higher than average
vigilance on the job.
Provided that their meticulous
habits do not cause undue stress to
themselves and nuisance to family
and friends, their gifts for detail and
precision can produce the other side
of the coin. The problem is to
channel obsessions and compulsions
from he meaningless to the useful.
This is the best improvement one can
offer many people in therapy. The
confidence gained often moves the
sufferer towards a cure in its own
right.
ext month we shall take a
look at compulsive gambling �
as a specific problem.
·.
RONALD CONWAY is a well-known clinical
and former hospital psychologist i n
Melbour n e w ho writes extens i v ely in
Catholic and other journals.

�--------....................... ................................................................................................................................,
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BECAME a Catholic not because the
Catholic key unlocks every lock but
because it unlocks ninety-nine locks out
of a hundred and if I bungle the
hundredth surely the fault may be in my
wrist and not the key. As you rightly
insisted 'A system of doctrine which is
for all minds must somewhere override
the prejudices of some minds'.
- Arnold LUllll, writing to Monsignor Ronald
Knox, 1949, about his conversion in 1933.
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--------------literature------- - - - - --�
A Start at Setting the Record Straight

MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT IMAGINATIVE
LITERATURE
By SUSAN MOORE
N the months following the
publication of my reflec
tions on fantasy and the
occult (Annals, September
2001), I have received
numerous emails and tele
....___,... phone calls about the Harry
Potter craze. Since a minority of well
intentioned Catholics with concerns
about J.K. Rowling's influence have
revealed fundamental misconceptions
about the nature and aims of imagi
native literature, I am now going to
discuss issues that could not be fully
explored, for reasons of space, in last
year's four-part series.
The first point to be made for
parents who have expressed worries
about the hype surrounding the
Harry Potter books and the movie is
that the literary value of Rowling's
books (or other children's novels)
should not be confused with the
market practices of people with gross
money-making motives or New Age
values. A related point is that literary
merit cannot be readily determined
by readers without long, habitual
experience of fine imaginative litera
ture, formal literary training, and
demonstrable imaginative flair
disclosed, for example, in published
writing in mainstream literary
monthlies.
One distressing feature of the
widespread dissemination of
critiques of the Harry Potter books
produced by Catholics or fundamen
talist Christians has been the absence
of appropriate literary expertise in
their authors. Typically writers
without such expertise have relied on
catechetical or Biblical principles, a
rudimentary understanding of
etymology (and hence of Rowling's
more obvious puns and allusions),
and secondary literary or historical
sources of varying reliability, in order
to make judgments that university

medalists in English Literature
would scrupulously avoid.
Normally the formal literary study
that is undertaken by gifted students
bears fruit slowly. Even the most
brilliant recipients of Ph.Ds in
English or Comparative Literature
rarely begin to publish widely until
they are in their mid-thirties, simply
because analyses and judgments of
real weight depend upon so much
reading and life experience. It takes
time, and a great deal of hard work,
for literary critics to acquire essential
lmowledge of what used to be called
the literary 'canon', and a correspond
ingly thorough grasp of the major

,·- - - ···············-··········..........."*..................
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�-------The Power of
the (money)
Press

O YOU remember a picture
D
in
long ago, about
Brown and his mastiff? The
Punch,

I

!

mastiff has eaten a prize rabbit
belonging to a neighbo uring
farmer, who has just appeared
on the scene. And a small boy,
sitting on the wall close by, says
to Brown, 'Give us a tariner,
guv'nor, and I'll swear it was the
rabbit as begun it.' That boy has
grown up, and he is in Fleet
Street ...
Monsignor Ronald Knox writing in
1949 to Arnold Lunn whorn be
received into the Catholic Church in
1933.

____ ____ _ ____

de \ ' elopments in literary criticism
o \I er the centuries and their perti
nence to the present.
E .. en with a solid literary training,
bigbll regarded literary critics tend to
be paiofully aware of how easy it is
to en about imaginative writing: i.e.,
to oV er irnp lify, to miss essential
points made in particular works, and
to fail to discern important patterns of
thought in a series of related texts. In
Engli b cl
oorns, in their own
homes, in coffee houses, and in print,
literati often di aoree with one
another about the finer points of
anal is and judgment. But they
ne er m e the simple-minded
reading crro commonly made by
proud souls who think they know
what an imaginative writer is doing
even if nodrlng in their prior training
has 0i en them oood reason for
thinking dlis.
Pa(e the widely publicised remarks
· on J.K. Rowling
of a recent
without anoT marked literary ability or
knm,\'led2e. fairy tales-and, presum
abl , p
,myths and legends, real
istic fiction about or dinary life,
fan ~ , aid drama-are not simply
escapist: diversions. Their usual object
is to teach and to delight; and they
cannot d o this for readers who
concei e of them as mere recreations
de signed to promote rest from the
serious business of living. Ellen
Handler Spitz's Inside Picture Books,
which I re · ewed in Annals last May,
makes this abundantly clear.
Broadl , the aim of fine literature is
at one and the same time to develop
imaginati e depth and breadth, and
to g i e readers of every age a
profound understanding of the good
life. To move 'us-which it must do
to succeed in this large aim-fine
literature provides instruction about
the human heart: our passions and
our wills. It depicts the vices (or

J L__ _ _ __
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seven deadly sins) and their corre
sponding virtues by enacting them
dramatically. To illuminate conduct
in memorable ways, it renders the
precise forms asswned by good and
evil, the consequences of specific
thoughts and actions, and the soUices
of order, harmony, joy, and peace.
Trustworthy readers of imaginati V e
literature are not humourless, rash,
literal-minded creatures who jwnp to
conclusions about meaning without
attending to tone, context, and other
basic generic considerations. They
understand the distinctive conven
tions of satire on the one hand and
'straight' realism on the other. They
know the difference between 'round'
characterisation and caricature, and
they know when each is acceptable.
When they meet dialogue in a novel,
play, or poem, they see immediately
what its functions are-to what
extent it represents, for example, a
particular era, a class of persons, or
two or more unique individuals.
One of the features of fantasy that
is taken for granted by competent
literary critics is the prevalence, in it,
of magic-what I termed last
September a 'suspension' of the 'laws
of nature': people becoming beasts,
witches melting, giants flying
through the air on motor bikes. But it
is crucial to note that in good chil
dren's fantasies it is not magic that
accounts for essential resolutions of
the plot but, rather, natural human
qualities. Even though a prince may
awaken a princess from a deep sleep
of many, many years by kissing her,
his story will not end when she
opens her eyes. His kiss, instead, will
set the stage for natural, un-magical
events.
In the Harry Potter books - as in
other compelling fictional works that
are generically like them - success in
book-length quests is generated by
the courage, the devotion, the
forbearance, the loyalty, the
generosity, and the sheer intelligence
of the youthful characters. If waving
wands and casting spells, rather than
working through major difficulties by
utilising what is best in their own
minds and hearts, were to bring them
major rewards, there would b e
reason for serious worry on the part
of parents and teachers.
Some of the more obtuse commen-

- -
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TV devours its children

O PROGRAMME has e V er been
rransmitted without some degree of
decepdon. N o person who flourished in
televi ion has e V er remained wholly
honest. 1 ewspapers are indeed cesspits
bur, compared with television, they are
like purgatory as opposed to hell.
Malcolm Muggeridge and I often
discussed the
way in which
television, like
Saturn, devoured
its children. His
own
attitude
towards
the
monster
was
ambivalent; he
loathed it and
craved it. Being a
good Christian,
he hated the way
its acid ate into
his soul. Being
vain, he relished
its opportunities
for reckless self
exposure. It is a
drug, no doubt
about it, whose
appeal is the
desire for recognition. There is a familiar
pattern. If you are doing, say, a 13-part
series, at a fairly popular hour, nothing
happens in the first four weeks. After five
weeks, people look at you in the streets.

After seven or eight, they are liable to
stop you and ask you questions. By the
end of the series, you are a national
figure, and you are hooked. You can then
descend further into the abyss by signing
on for a new series. Or you can undergo a
cure. For the first five weeks of non
appearance, people still recognise you.
Gradually the
looks you get are
more puzzled and
is
the n,
it
depending on
your te mpera
ment, that with
drawal symptoms
begin. After a
dozen weeks, you
are once 1nore
invisible, and if
you are wise you
will stay so. But
most - poor
Mugg e r i d ge
included - fail to
kick the habit
and
become
pathetic recidi
vists, until, in due
course, it kicks
them. You see former television stars
wandering around London, begging you
to seize their hand and say 'Aren't you
...?' Then these zombies, these burnt-out
cases, come briefly to life again.

I

I

- Paul Johnson, The Speaator, 24/5/97.

L__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

tators on the Potter series have
pointed out, in frigid tones of disap
proval that would embarrass anyone
with a rudimentary acquaintance
with children, that Harry and his
friends 'lie'; but, unlike good literary
critics or parents with common sense,
they h ave not asked under what
conditions they lie, what they lie
about, how often they lie, or what the
consequences of lying are for them.
Nor have they asked how the adults
responsible for their care treat lies or
other typical forms of rebelliousness.
The larger moral issue that concerns

Ro wling i n the series thus far,
namely, what results from the major
decisions made by each youthful char
acter, has failed to interest them.
It is, alas, an unfortunate fact about
life since the Fall, and about the liter
ature depicting it, that hwnan beings
often make terrible choices by
disobeying fundamental moral laws.
One of the essential features of fine
literature - and one of the reasons for
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its enduring power - is that it drama
tises the consequences of common
place forms of disobedience in ways
that discursive philosophical and
theological prose cannot by their
nature do. The reason for this is that
imaginative literature dramatises the
emotion that influences choice - it
doesn't provide moral instruction by
relying primarily on logic, relatively
abstract homiletic formulations, or
dialectical propositions. In this
respect, it echoes Christ's parables.
At its best, imaginative literature
illuminates for readers in unforget
tably graphic ways what it means for instance - for an adult to talk
down to a child or a fellow adult, or
to give a boring 'improving' speech
when a few words will do, or to
habitually recommend one fine
sounding thing and do another. It
reveals the significance of creaturely
attachments, love of nature, and
friendship; and it dramatises with
unrivalled fullness what family life is

R

A Catholic vision of
purgatory

ECENT years have seen scholars such as Ernst Honigmann of
Newcastle pioneer new connections between John Cottom,
he Lancashire-born master of Stratford grammar school,
where the young Will was a star pupil and the longstanding theory
that the Shakespeare family were recusant Catholics. This is based on
the discovery of a secret Catholic 'testament' found hidden in the
rafters of the family home in Henley Street, Stratford during roof
repairs in 1751.
Only recently, this document was identified as an English transla
tion of a Catholic testament compiled by St Carlo Borromeo,
Cardinal Archbishop of Milan, who died in 1584 and was canonised
in 1610. The precocious young William certainly absorbed this
mantra of the Counter-Reformation -whose first item acknowledged
the terrifying prospect of being 'cut off in the blossom of my sins'.
The words of the English translation find a direct echo in those of
the Ghost of Hamlet's father, written within a year of the death of the
poet's:

Cut off, even in the blossoms of my sin
Unhouseled, disappointed, unaneled,
No reckoning made, but sent to my account
With all my impeifections on my head.
0, horrible! 0, horrible! Most horrible!
No shriving time allowed, Hamlet senior occupies an authentically
Catholic version of Purgatory.
-Anthony Holden, 'William the Younger', Observer, July 18, 1999. ['Unaneled: dying without the
Sacrament of Extreme (last) Unction (anointing). 'Unhouseled: not having gone to Mass or
received Holy Communion. Editor].

like. As a result, it develops in those
who take it seriously a corresponding
seriousn ess about the state of the
human soul, and about the language
used to render the soul's condition
with inimitable truthfulness and
strength.
Significantly in the Potter series so
far - as in Tolkien's far greater series,
The Lord of the Rings - the adults who
assume responsibility for the care of
the young are reliable and worthy of
emulation. S ince, in today's world,
oung people are looking harder,
perbap , than they ever have before
for appropriate moral guidance, this
· no small maaer. To a greater degree
than om e of us would wish to
o · ledoe, many Jose their inno
cen and · accompanying sense of
Ii ondcr painfu!J
early; and many
witne , far too often, the brutal
of control freaks or
wc�Eigs , ho pretend to
o teach children
know how to
· erature with them
self-control not co jump to unwar
ranted cnndnsioos about its content,
we will
no hope of successfully
preventiru! them from being influ
enced b
whose subject matter
is like! to harm them. Elsewhere I
have ,�
at length about such
works; bm it · important to note
here that dreir Dl0'>1 salient characterbalance in their
udi ry, cynical
about the perma
nence ofhuman ties, and joylessness.
Of oUT e I b elieve with Dr
Johnson - one of the great literary
critics in Eno · h - that imaginative
literature deeply affects us for good or
ill if vI e anend closely to what it has
to offer. If .Milton was correct, and I
think he , , in saying that a great
book is the life blood of a m aster
spirit, then it is also correct to main
tain that le ser books, and lesser
forms of writing, are the life blood of
spirits ,. ho do not show a
suitable respect for the disci-�
·
pline that they purport to
value.
DR SusAN MOORE is well•k:nown to Annals readers. Her
most recent books, bolh published by Five Senses
Education in Seven Hills, NSW, are Text Types: The Basis
of Classroom Sn1dy and Whai Sho11/d My Child Read?
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APOLOGETICS AND CATHOLIC DOCTRINE
Archbishop Michael Sheehan
Co-adjutor Archbishop of Sydney
Revised and Edited by Father Peter Joseph

]L

aunched in Sydney by His Grace
Archbishop George Pell on 24 Jul y
2001, this long-awaited Catholic
classic has already proved to be a runaway
best-seller.
Archbishop Pell has commended Father
Peter Joseph's work and the book itself to the
Church of today, emphasising its freedom
from "muddled thinking".

ARCHBISHOP MICHAEL SHEEHAN

was a brilliant Maynooth scholar and Co
adjutor Archbishop of Sydney from 1922
to 193 7. He was a dedicated promoter
of Catholic education and untiring in his
scholarly efforts to promote the Faith.

FATHER PETER JOSEPH was born in
Wagga Wagga NSW and educated at St
Ignatius College, Riverview. He studied
for the priesthood at the Pontifical College
of Propaganda Fide, Rome. He gained his
Licentiate in Sacred Theology at the Pontifical
an
University, Rome in 1992. He was ordained for th
Diocese of Wagga Wagga in 199 anj
served in various parishes.

He is currently Vice Rector and D
of Studies at Vianney College, th
Diocesan seminary of Wagga ag,ga
In that position he is also engaged on
his Doctorate in Theology ,, ith th
Gregorian University.
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Right in principle but a flawed process?

POLICY TOWARDS ASYLUM SEEKERS
By MICHAEL O'CON NOR
P";'li,:r;rw,,----,,,"""'__,.,, T THE time of
writing, it is
n o w a year
since a n o isy
than
rather
serious public
lc::....��liMoe"fl.t.L...---3 debate on the
issue of the treatment of asylum
seekers has t a ken place in
Australia. Regrettably, the debate
has done little more than polarise

opinion between two extremes
marked m o r e by emotion and
political posturing than anything
else. In the process, the suspicion
that both sides have consistently
and deliberately distorted the facts
h a s exa cerbated a climate of
distrust of fundamental national
institutions.
Virtually all of the argument is
over process rather than the funda-

r. . . . . . . . . . ... .

Ivy-league types need
not apply

U:

LITARIANISM is the dismal brainchild of the servile mentality
hich is everything the liberally educated mind cannot be. To the
ndless lament of the muses and in spiteful contradiction of the
virtues, this servility mimics service to truth. Too often, those entrusted with
the care of souls have not detected the masquerade. They may even substitute
servility to systems for obeclience to truth, and they will think that an honest
education in the liberal arts is a suspect form of elitism and that those who
take seriously the classical regard for beauty and truth and goodness are like
the hopeless philosophers on Jonathan Swift's floating island of Laputa. For
example, I have account of a rector who disdainfully announced that his
dwindling seminary had 'no room for Ivy League types'. The gratu itousness
of his rhetoric only highlighted the lack of such 'types' trying to enter his
institution.
- George William Ru tier, Introduction, Escape from Scepticism, by Christopher Derrick,
Ignatius Press, San Francisco, 1977.
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mental right o f the Australian
community to decide who will be
allowed to enter the country and
take up not merely residence but
perhap s ultimately the rights and
obligations of Australian citizen
ship. It has been the management
of the process that has led to the
p r oblem that currently bedevils
us.
o n c oncern derives
1
primarily from the decision by the
go V emment to intercept and turn
a w a y boatloads of asy !um seekers
before they can enter Australian
waters. Thi is an attempt t o
e xC lude a lum seekers from
Australian territor and the conse
quential p:rotection of Australian
law in the courts. It is, however, a
polic that has not been thought
through ca.efull . It places lives at
serious ri
and arguably, is
contrary to A usnalia's obligations
under the s afet y of Life at Sea
(SOLAS agreemerrs .
Generall speaking, Australians
have little understanding of the
sea. As a dis ting u ished naval
officer and former Govern or of
New South Vales, Rear Admiral
Peter Sinclair, once pointed out,
Australia i a maritime nation
with a continental mind set. Our
merchant shipping fleet is negli
gible and our navy tiny by any
measure. Few Australians ever go
to sea; fe;, er still attempt to live
for even short periods at sea. We
have a general understanding that
Australia's dry interior can be a
dangerous place but it is far less
dangerous than the sea. Unlike
desert tra el, those who use the
sea must contend not only with an
even greater lack of fresh water
but also the immense power of the
sea itself.
On land, even i n the most
inhospitable parts of the country,
help is not far away. There exists a

s trong ne twork of emergency
services to assist those in distress.
At sea, the traveller must depend
upon passing merchant ships
directed to answer a distress call
(as was the Tampa), the navy or a
coastguard. The area these small
forces have to cover is in fact
larger by more than 50 per cent
than Australia's land mass. Under
international agreements to which
we have become a par ty,
Australia's responsibility for
SOLAS tasks is e ve n greater.
Indeed it is one of the largest in
the world.
The policy o f intercepting
asylum seeker vessels and
sending them away adds to the
risks these people are already
running. There is a Pontius Pilate
air about a policy that effectively
washes its hands of these people.
Certainly, the risk is theirs and
perhaps they s hould not have
taken it. The fact remains that,
like some of the more stupid risk
takers who venture unprepared
into the Australian wilderness,
their lives are in danger and the
navy which has been ordered to
turn them away is also the
primary ocean search and rescue
organisation. If it is at the whim
of office-bound politicians and
bureaucrats to pick and choose
between those it will support and
those it will send away, our part
of the world has suddenly become
a more dangerous p l ace as a
matter of Australian national
policy.
The very beautiful Anglican
Prayer of the navy which the RAN
adopted from its RN parent asks
God to 'preserve us from the
dangers of the sea ... that we may
be ... a security for such as pass
on the seas upon their lawful
occasions.' The fact is that these
people are not being g iven an
opportunity at that stage of their
journey to establish their bona
fides, whether they are actually
'upon their lawful occasions'.
It would be less of a problem if
the vessels concerned were well
found. In most cases, they are not.
They are less than seaworthy and
are overcrowded. Of course, they
should not be and the passengers

Jesus, but not
the Lord
-yESUS of Nazareth, merely

J humanly considered, has

thus become a hero of human
itarianism. Even the eighteenth

century deists in denyin g his
divinity generally took pains to exalt
his humanity. Of the nine

teenth-century revolutionists it
is really an understatement to
say that they exalted him as a
man; for indeed they rather
exalted him as a superman.
That is to say, many of them
represented him as a man
preaching a decisively superior
and even strange morality, not
only in advance of his age but
practically in advance of our
age. They made of his mystical
counsels of perfection a sort of
Socialism or Pacifism or
Communism, which they
themselves still see rather as
something that ought to be or
that will be.

!

!

- The New Jen,salem, by G. K.
Chesterton, 1874-1936.

are taking immense risks. Whether
that is a measure of determination,
desperation or stupidity should
not matter to a rescue organisation
whose fundamental charter is to
protect life 'from the dangers of
the sea'.
I have no quibble with the prin
ciple that a judgement of the legit
imacy of the asylum seekers
should be made or that it is our
right to re fuse entry, even to
detai n people in safety until a
determination of their status is
made. I agree that measure should
be taken to deal with the people
smugglers who prey upon their
clients, and that other regional
governments should be pressed to
meet their responsibilities. What
is morally wrong in my view is
making a blanket judgement that
each and every asylum seeker on
each and every vessel has no justi
fication for the attempt to reach
Australia and that their lives
should be put in jeopardy as a
result.
The proper course o f action
s hould be to get these people
ashore into a place of safety as
soon as possible. Then the proper
assessment procedure can be set in
train. The current practice,
howe er, is m orally wrong,
dangerous to human life and, I
would suggest, demoralising and
confusing for the men and
women of the navy who
have to do the dirty work.

l

MICHAEL O'CONNOR is executive director of the Australia
Defence Association. This article represems a personal
view ratller Ulan the poUcy or the Association.
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Adding fuel to the fire

HE powers at the head of the nation not content with burning men alive, went so
far as to burn the dead bodies of those who differed from them in religious matters.
A man named William Tracey left a will in which some words were written which
might be construed into some heretical meaning. His body was exhumed by order of
Cranmer, Archbishop of Canterbury, and burnt.

____

- LA. Parry, The History of Torture in England.
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At Morning Mass
[ on his 81 st birthday]

- HEN morning comes
" I shall wake
_,,--�-�. and go to some Camelot.
There I shall whisper
to the breeze and tell
of times gone by;
of when I was young
and saw a world
so sparkling fresh
that in that morning
standing by the shore
I saw Him rise and say:
My beloved come to me,
give me your heart,
for I will keep you
through all the day
till night comes down
and troubles fade away.
- John Dawes [Ken Scully]
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�------------catholic culture·-------------.
A heavens-eye view of GK Chesterton

SAINT GILBERT?
Recent calls world-wide for the cause ofGKC to be introduced in Rome have led
FATHER MAX BARRETT, CSsR to reflect on the complex reality that was the genius whose
Catholic conviviality surrounded hiln, complained HG Wells, 'with a kind of boozy halo'.
N 199 5 a letter from
Argentina was addressed ro
Archbishop Hume of
Westminster by a group of
politicians, diplomats and an
archbishop in that counay.
This consortium called o n Hi
Eminence for the 'initiation of the
formal procedures rowards the e en
tual canonisation of Gilbert Keith
Chesterton'.
Canonisation! Were these eminent
Argentinian gentlemen serious? Can
canonisable material come out of
Fleet Street? Chesterton was a man
often found in the company of jour
nalists and swillers. No doubt the
famous G.K.C. made it to heaven the
way we all hope to scramble in; but
with aureole and full mil itary
honours ...? What was the basis for
this request from South America?
For those who do not know
Gilbert Keith Chest erton, no
sympathy could be too great. From
those who have had a life-long love
affair with G.K., there will be a ready
rolerance for a review of his life.
Gilbert was born (1874) into a
London family which was 'liberal' in
religion. ('Liberal' would seem to
translate as not all that fired up on the
church bit.) They accepted the current
view of history which made
Catholics the unquestionable villains,
with Henry VIII and Co. the heroes.
In his early verse -making the
youthful Gilbert had a couple of
swipes at priests and papists.
Interestingly, he never wrote
anything derogatory about Mary;
rather, the reverse.
The father of this family intro
duced his children to toy theatre and
fairy tales and - early in life - to liter
ature. G.K. recalled: 'I knew a great
deal of it (English literature) by heart
before I could really get it into my
head'. Of his schooling he said: 'I was

~

perfect}r happ y at the bonom of the
class'. But, de pite his efforts at
i on, his amazing literary
5 uppr
skill W.'i!S aheady bowing through.
G ilben de cribed himself as a
pagm.ar H , an agnostic at 16 and by 19 - he had� ed funher. One
chaptcr of his Aut.obiography he enti
tled How u, be a Lunatic. He had a
nightmare kinnish with madness.

What Despair leads to
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meaning because
.I.it is not li ed, man becomes
desperate. Peo pl e d o not die
quietly from pb, ·ra1 tarvation;
they do not die quiecl from
psychic star ation either. If ,, e
look only at the economic needs as
far as the 'normal' person is
concerned, if we do not see the
unconscious suffering of tbe
average automatised person, then
we fail to see the danger that
threatens our culture from its
human basis: the readiness to
accept any ideology and any
leader, if only he promises excitement and offers a political structure and symbols which allegedly
give meaning and order to an
individual's life. The despair of
the human automaton is fertile
soil for the political p�poses of
Fascism.
- Erich Fromm, The Fear ofFreedom, 1960,
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For a time he dabbled in the occult,
in spiritualism. The crisis passed and
- as in the fairy t ales - good
triumphed over evil. But this was a
resounding triumph. Gilbert was
filled with gratitude for life; not the
spice of life (whatever titillation that
might entail) but for the miracle of
every day, every inch of London
pavement , every person he met.
There was about him an aura of
innocence. Not ignorance; he had
seen evil. A rumbling joy-filled
laugh was his trade mark.
Something else. Already as a
young man he was endowed with
exceptional intelligence. He had read
voraciously. He (this notoriously
absent-minded man) retained what
he read and integrated this prodi
gious intake into a most balanced
philosophy of life. Someone said that
G.K. 'invented' orthodoxy for himself
before he discovered that orthodoxy
existed 'out there', in the Church he
would eventually join.
In 1901 he met Hilaire Belloc and
in the arena of public controversy
that would follow they became a
force in the land. It was not simply a
matter of one genius plus one genius
adding up to two geniuses. They
became the Chesterbelloc (a term
coined by their antagonist George
Bernard Shaw); they became a
monster of almost mythical strength.
Catholic Belloc and Catholic-minded
Chesterton stole the initiative in
London's world of thought. They
were not so much defending ortho
doxy as cheerfully rampaging i n
hostile terri tory! H.G. Wells
complained of the air of Catholic
conviviality that surrounded them, as
'with a kind of boozy halo'. W.H.
Titterton, long-time friend and fellow
worker with Gilbert, gave a picture
of this cheerful warrior in those early
days: 'His happiness baffled me. His
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APPEAL FOR HELP

CONOMIC development in India has resulted in steeply
rising costs that are causing greater problems for the poor.
This is having an effect also on education. Many talented young
people from poor families cannot enter or complete professional
and vocational courses, although their future and that of their
families depends on it.
The Missionaries of the Sacred Heart in India conduct a major
seminary and a minor seminary in Bangalore, and a Novitiate in
Kanjoor, Kerala. They are establishing a fund to meet this urgent
need. Donations are tax-deductible and cheques should be made
out to MSC Indian Mission. Please state also that your donation is for
educational and vocational purposes.

I

Donations should be sent to: MSC Indian Mission, Treand House,
P.O. Box 252, Coogee 2034, Australia.
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great jolly face was so innocently
blissful; and when the flame of battle
lit it up it was a flame of joy.'
During the first third of the 20th
Century ( Gilbert died in 1936) he
wrote over one hundred books.
• He was a prophet, ('first and fore
most a prophet' in the judgement
of Michael Asquith). He foretold
who wou l d be the aggressor
nations in World War II. He saw
the inevitable movement towards
a millionaire monopoly of the
press. He augured that the threat in
the future would be not
Bolshevism, but vulgarity.
• He was the quotable Chesterton.
John Buchan wrote to him from
France during World War I: 'The
other day in the t renches we
shouted your Lepanto'. During the
Dunkirk black days of World War
II, the London Times used G.K.'s
Ballad of the White Horse to brace
England, just as the Mother of God
had, of yore, braced King Arthur:

'I tell you naughtfor your comfort,
Yea, naught for your desire,
Save that the sky grows darker yet,
And the sea rises higher.'

• He was an influencer of people

=

who would themselves become
influential: literary figures like T.S.
Eliot, Dorothy Sayers and Graham
G reene; people as diverse as
Marshall McLuhan, Mah atm a
Gandhi, Irish patriot Michael
Collins and movie suspense man,
Alfred Hitchcock.
• He was an advocate of
Distributism which, in practice,
boiled down to the application of
the social justice principles spelt
out by Pope Leo xm. Distributism
was an undertaking to give back to
the people what had been taken
from them.
During his career he had received
many honorary doctorates from a
number of universities. The recogni
tion he most cherished came from
Pope Pius XI when, in company with
his friend Hilaire Belloc, he was made
a Knight of the Order of St Gregory.
The achievement, the stature of
G.K. as outlined above is impressive,
but it is not the basis for sainthood. A
saint becomes a saint, not by the
endowment of exceptional gifts, but
by the exercise of heroic love - and
that is just what Gilbert possessed.
Chesterton possessed charity in the
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ordinary, obvious sense. His secre
tary, Dorothy Collins, recalled his
visit to Warsaw. 'The entrance of
(our) hostel suddenly became full of
beggars ... with the result that the
manager came to G.K. and asked him
not to give money in the street as he
was acting as a magnet and they
found it quite impossible to get rid of
the army of beggars who were
finding the foreigner such a splendid
ource of income. This sort of thing
happened everywhere he went and, I
need not say, in England as well with
thi most generous of men, who
couJd never keep ten shillings in his
·et.'
But Gilbert exercised charity at couJd ic be said? - a deeper level.
Hi milieu was the world (the
jun<> e?) of journalism. His forte was
. This is where acrimony
conno
so easily lips through the point of a
pen onto paper. G.K. cheerfully
enga0ed in combat with all-comers
and us uall pummelled them. At
least, he plililIIlelled their ideas. But
this ne •eT oured his relationship
with his amersary as a person.
In a boo he wrote in 1905 he
lined up hi Heretics (chief among
them, George Bernard Shaw and H.G.
Wells) and caned their heresies. He
pointed o th imbalance in Wells'
Outline if Hism • and the covert anti
Christian empha i in it. (Wells
de oted more ace co the Persian
Wars a<>ain l Gree e than to the
Person ofChmL) Of Shaw he blithely
declared: 'Ihe trouble with Mr. Shaw
is that he· wrong in eV erything'. The
issues 1,V ere re-fou gh t in public
debate : Sha and Wells versus
Belloc and eh erton. And, whereas
Belloc brought into a room with him
'the smell of danger', G.K's warmth
still en eloped the adversary - a char
acteristiC vvhich Belloc thought lessened
Gilbert's effea:i \'eness as a controver
sialist. It didn't. His unfailing
urbani 'ept the issues clear.) Wells,
who had mething of a penchant for
personal in ective, complained that it
was impo sible to quarrel with
Chesterton. He said: 'I love G.K. ...
(but I begrudge Catholicism to him)'.
Years later, in'l933, he wrote to thank
Gilbert for a gracious compliment
G.K. had paid him in print. Wells
added: 'If after all my atheology [aeti
ology] turns out wrong and yours

:'......................

right, I feel I shall always be able to
pass into Heaven - as a friend of
G.K.C's. Thank you'.
And charity, Gilbert once said,
covereth a multitude of virtues..
Among the multitude was the
virtue of work . To think that
Chesterton's chosen work of jour
nalism was all play for this· genius
would be wrong think ing. GK
himself declared: 'I solemnly pledge
myself to the opinion that there is no
work so tiring as writing, that is, not
for fun, but for publication'. For
roughly twenty years, Gilbert was
editor of the journal that bore his
own name, G.K's Weekly. This engage
ment certainly contributed to his
death, but Gilbert persevered with it,
basically because he was convinced
of the worth-whileness of it, partly
out of loyalty to his brother's memory
(again, the love motive). Aspects of
editorship were uncomfo rtab l
foreign to him: finance, for instance,
and friction among the staff. y et he
was invariably 'so kind,' hi seae
tary/su b- editor,
iss Dunham
('Bunny') recalled. 'He ne er got
angry. He never minded being inter
rupted. If his papers blew awa he
never got impatient. His patience hurt
one'. (His patience hurt one ...)
No man is a hero to his valet, nor
editor to assistant editor. W. R.
Titterton (who wrote the first
'Portrait' of G.K. and who was for a
time his assistant) saw Chesterton as
Bunny Dunham saw him, when the
great man was the ordinary, day-by
day G.K.C. Titterton spoke of the lift,
the glow, that came into the office
when the boss entered. He spoke
with regret of the enormous amount
of work that was carried by G.K. He
said that Gilbert 'died working. I am
rather inclined to call that heroic'.
When G.K's cause for canonisation
is introduced at Rome, the Devil's
Advocate is going to have a field day.
He will point out:
1. G.K. couldn't pass a pub but that
he had to go in for a pint.
2. G.K. didn't get to amass a weight
of around 300 pounds by fasting.
3. G.K. was anti-Semitic.
4. G.K. was anti-feminist.
As regards (i) and (ii):
Jesus said: 'In my Father's house
there are m any m ansions'.
Correspondingly, there is a variety of
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A poultice
to
.
.
ease pain 1n
Tudor times
A pulthes to cease payne devised by
Dr. Butts.

T

A.KE a fatte p ece of
. eale or ellse a fatte
C apon and b o yle it in
\• ater or ellse bite wyne and
strayne it from the fleshe, and
sett the saide l y cor over the
f e aoayn, and put t h ert o
the e thinoe folo w i n g , of
mallo
ii. unces, of violett
lea
of niCJ t hade ana* � i.
lett them bo le lilltyll they be
ofte and tendre, and
·e
po r e a a re the Ucor fro m
them.. and pun tbeno barley
water
m eh as shall suffise
to make it a pulthes.
- Ihe MJ · inJ An cfdie Apothecmy, CJS
lhompsao. Laodcm. 1929. Dr Butts was a
physican ID Hmrf VIII. and a friend of
Cardinal wol;,ey. •ana means 'throughout'
or 'applying equally t0 each'.
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ways of acce ing the heavenly
mansions. Che terton was in the
mould of his illustrious countryman,
St. Thomas 1ore. Both loved the
world and its legitimate pleasures.
Gilbert 'lo V ed company, enjoyed a
rousing song, relished a vulgar joke,
drank good beer hen he could get
it, and preferred bad beer to none at
all'. He wrote: 'I belie \Ie firmly in the
value ... of a vulgar joke ... The men
who made the jokes saw something
deep which they couldn't express
except by something silly and
emphatic. (Obviously, Gilbert's
' vulgar' is different from the
unseemly served up by the media.)
G.K. paid the penalty for genius.
When the muse was working in him
he would reach out and eat or drink
whatever was on hand. This habit,
combined with absence of exercise,
brought about the ChesterTON. (The
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butler at the residence of J ames
Barrie held up for a boy's inspection
the trousers of guest, Mr Chesterton,
and remarked in awed tones: 'It
reminds you of going down the
underground').
G.K. was 'unslakably thirsty'; but
as likely as not it was water he would
consume. No doubt there was the
occasional binge in his salad days,
but intemperate drinking was not
something he carried through life.
Biographer W.R. Titterton protested
against the myth of Chesterton's
alleged carousing. 'If he (Gilbert) is
with a friend, that eternity he craved
for has already begun. They sit and
carol in glad communion, conscious
of the g o o d liquor in glass or
tankard ... That was his utmost
debauch. To blazes with the lying
image of him as an intemperate
man!... The truth is that he went to
the tavern as he went to the cl1urch...
for spiritual refreshment.'
Add one of G.K's own injunctions:
'Drink because you are happy, never
because you are miserable'.
As regards (3), anti-Semitism:
G.K. considered the 'usurer Jew'
to be behind the impersonal
economic organisation of the world,
with its assault on the human
personality'. A g ainst this b ack
ground, and remembering the pain
he endured for his brother in the
Marconi affair 1 , Gilbert made (so it
seems to this writer) some intem
perate statements. But, for
Chesterton, anti-Semitism was
repugnant, and Jews who under
stood him appreciated this fact. The
Archivist of Wiener Library,
London's foremost Jewish library,
recorded: 'He (G.K. ) was not an
enemy'. After his death, Rabbi Wise
spoke for the American J ewish
community: 'Blessings to his
memory'. Towards the end of his life,
Gilbert declared: 'I am quite ready to
believe that Belloc and I will die
defending the last Jew in Europe'.
As regards (iii), the charge of his
being anti-feminist:
Chesterton had a reverential regard
for women. He. put forward the
thought that God made man first as a
trial run for his more perfect creation:
woman! In the somewhat gauche
atmosphere of the fight for female
suffrage, Chesterton did not support

Lady Pankhurst and her militants,
because he believed that embroihnent
in politics would make women less
womanly; he believed that their inser
tion into the dog-eats-dog world of
economics would not give them
equality with men but would threaten
their superiority as women. His stance
was: the family is the centre of society
and the mother is the heart and centre
of the family. 'To be Queen Elizabeth
within a definite area, deciding sales,
banquets, labours and holidays; to be
Whiteley (emporium magnate) within
a certain area, providing toys, boots,
sheets, cakes and books; to be Aristotle
within a certain area, teaching morals,
manners, theology and hygiene; I can
understand how this might exhaust
the mind but I cannot imagine how it
could narrow it. How can it be a large
career to tell other people's children
about the Rule of Three, and a small
career to tell one's own children about
the universe?'
Should the Devil's Advocate run
short of ammunition, he would be
able to draw on a salvo fired by G.B.
Shaw shortly after Gilbert was
received into the Church. In a boots
and - a 11 letter, Shaw accosted
Chesterton: 'The Roman Church,
e m b arrassed by recruits of your
type ... will quietly put you on the
unofficial Index ... I find it quite
impossible to believe that you believe
in Transsubstantiation'.
But Gilbert did believe, simply,
profoundly, ardently. 'If I am to
answer the question, 'How would
Christ solve modem problems if he
were on e arth today?' I would
answer: 'Christ is on earth today; alive

li,,
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on a thousand altars... ' 'The priest
who prepared Gilbert for bis First
Communion said: 'That he was
perfectly well aware of the irnrnensiry
of the Real Presence can be gathered
from the fact that he was co ered
with perspiration when be actualJ
received Our Lord. When I wa
congratulating him afterwards be
said: 'I have just spent the happie
hour of my life'.
Some of the nuts and bolts of
routine Catholic life did not come
easily to him. His practice was to retire
for the night at a very late hour. He
would then have his breakfast about
10 am, and commence work about
10.30. Holydays meant an early rise.
Dorothy Collins recalled: "As he got
fasting into the car, I have heard him
say, 'What but religion could bring us
to such a pass?' But never did I knovI
him to miss holydays of obligation."
His approach to the Sacrament of
Reconciliation was invariably an
event. Frances, who followed her
husband into the Church, made a
preparation that was meticulously
accurate. Gilbert's was wildly inaccu
rate. The anticipation of fitting
himself into a confessional box must
have been off-putting for him. (There
is a story that G.K. once got stuck in a
doorway. Could it have been one of
these doorways? ...) After floundering
through his recital of sins he would
sweep into his act of contrition: 'O
my God I am sorry for my sins because
I love thee .. .' Anyone in the church
would have been privileged to hear a
sermon in sincerity.
It may come as a surprise to learn
· that G.K. did not go often . to
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URING the Mass inaugurating the special assembly of the
Synod of Bishops for Europe last year, Pope John Paul II '
proclaimed three new female patron saints for Europe. The three !
holy women are Edith Stein, a German Carmelite of Jewish origin, i
who died in Auschwitz, Bridget of Sweden, founder of a religious I
I
congregation, who 'travelled from north to south, working tirelessly
for the unity of Christians' and Catherine of Sienna, a 'humble and
dauntless Dominican tertiary' who was able to achieve the Pope's
return for A vignon to Rome. The three new patron saints will be
interceding for the European continent along with St. Benedict and
the brothers, Ss. Cyril and Methodius.
...........................................
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Communion. He confided to Father
alker, his parish priest: 'I am fright
ened of that tremendous Reality.'
After each Communion he was over
' helmingly happy; 'and yet the next
time it's just the same again; the same
dread: the san1e difficulty and reluc
ran e. 'But then, friend and neigh
bour Rann Kennedy observed,
'Gilbert enjoyed a perpetual
Eucharist, a Eucharist of desire. He
brought contemplation down to this
earth and made it a habit. He never
lhougbr of himself. He was spitting
om fire from God.'

'He brought contemplation down to

eanh.' Tinerton spoke of the latter-day
jomnali t: 'The old jollity, the old
friendlin s remained, the old large
humanity. Bur he was a shade more
remote. He bas a little of the air,
·m me poets and all the saints
ha e al ay , of listening to some
thing fine that you do not hear'.
'II£ brought ;.untemplation down to this
nh. · Durino bis second visit to
America (1930-1931) he was at one
oe the fill c of a Bixter family.
Gilhen was in bis element wiili the
oung children. Mrs. Bixter recalled
ould stand in the living
tha:
room 'with hands clasped behind his
ba, loohlng perfectly relaxed and
gazing · bah Frances - sometimes
for a quar.er of an hour at a time'.
Could r.bis ha\"e been a case of Hush!
H i! l1'1mper MW dare. GK is rapt in a
tra11sp,m <fptriJ ?
early funnight after his death, a
memorial equiem 'lass was cele
brated in esuninstt>r Catlledral for
Gilbert.. 1uenon wrote: 'He was
ith u on thac great day at the
Cathedral when all that is worthy in
England.._ mourned the passing of
the grea:I.
Englishman since St.
Tho
• ore__ I have strong hopes
that it will be one day acknowledged
that G.K. C. died a saint' .
.R. Tittenon; illustrissirni fro m
entina: we are �
with OU.
l. The i\lara:mi Company whose managing direaor
was CioctiRy JS:ECS received a government contract
\\'ben Godfrey's brothe r, Sir Rufus Isaacs was
AtlOmef CieD:'.ral under Lloyd George. Numbers of
George' Mmisters ad.mined to receiving shares in
the Marrooi �Y· Cecil Chesterton and Hilaire
Belloc edited Ey, W-= which exposed the corrup·
tion, and were fined 100 pounds for their trouble.
Godrey Isaacs evenrually became a Catholic. Ed.
FATHER MAX BARRETT is a Redemptorist priest now resi
dent in Sydney.

r-------------Multiculturalism-----------�
5% of the population receive 40% of the welfare

SOMETHING ROTTEN IN DENMARK?
For years the Danes were hailed as leadin the world in their enlightenend multi-cultralism. Events
following September 11, 2001 have spotli hted cracks in thefafade of Government immigration policy.
DANIEL PIPES and LARS HEDEGAARD repmt on problems in ilTesolute and dilatory Hamlet's former kingdom
MUSLIM orga
in
nization
D e n m a r k
announced a
few days ago
that a $30,000
�__.c:ii��'.'£:iL-3 bounty would
be paid for the murder of several
prominent Danish Jews, a threat that
garnered wide international notice.
Less well known is that this is just
one problem associated with
Denmark's approximately 200,000
Muslim immigrants. The key issue is
that many of them show little desire
to fit into their adopted country.
For years, Danes lauded multicul
turalism and insisted they had no
problem with the Muslim customs until one day they found that they
did. Some major issues:
• Living on the dole. Third-world
immigrants - most of them
Muslims from countries such as
Turkey, Somalia, Pakistan,
Lebanon and Iraq - constitute five
percent of the population but
consume upwards of 40% of the
welfare spending.
• Engaging in crime. Muslims are
only 4% of Denmark's 5.4 million
people but make up a majority of
the country's convicted rapists, an
especially combustible issue given
that practically all the female
victims are non-Muslim. Similar, if
lesser, disproportions are found in
other crimes.
• Self-imposed isolation. Over time,
as Muslim immigrants increase in
numbers, they mix less with the
indigenous population. A recent
survey finds that only 5% of young
Muslim immigrants would readily
marry a Dane.
• Importing unacceptable customs.
Forced marriages - promising a
newborn daughter in Denmark to a

male musin in the home country,
then compelling her to marry him,
sometim on pain of death - are
one problem.
tber is the vocal
intent to kill , liins who convert
out of Islam.
• Fomentino anti-Semitism. Muslim
violen e threaten Denmark's
approx:imatel 6,000 Jews, who
increasin ol depend on police
protection. Je · b parents were
told by one
ool principal that
she could n · guarantee their chil
dren's safet) and w ere advised to
send them to another institution.
Anti-Israel march have turned
into anti-Je\,VJ·. riOlS. One organiza
tion, Hizb-ut-Tahrir, openly calls on
Muslims to 'kill all Jews - wherever
you find them.'
• Seeking I lami la . Muslim
leaders op:.nl declare their goal of
introducin° I l amic law once
Denmark's u lim population
grows large enough - a not-that
remote prospect. If present trends
persist, one sociologist estimates,
every third inhabitant of Denmark
in 40 years will be uslim.
Other Europeans (such as the late
Pim Fortu n in Holland) have also
grown alarmed about these issues,
but Danes first made them the basis
for a change in go emrnent.
In a momentous election last
November, a centre-right coalition
came to power that - for the first time
since 1929 - excluded the socialists.
The right broke its 72-year losing
streak and won a solid parliamentary
majority because it promised to
handle immigration issues, the elec
torate's first concern, differently from
the socialists.
The next nine months did witness
some fine-tuning of procedures:
immigrants now must live seven
years in Denmark (rather than three)
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to become permanent residents; most
non-refugees can no longer collect
welfare cheques immediately on
entering the country; and no one can
bring into the country a spouse under
the age of 24. The state prosecutor is
considering a ban on Hizb-ut-Tahrir
for its death threats against Jews.
These
minor
adjustments
prompted howls internationally with European and UN reports
condemning Denmark for racism and
'Islamophobia,' the Washington Post
reporting that Muslim immigrants
'face habitual discrimination,' and a
L ondon
headline
Guardian
announcing that 'Copenhagen flirts
with fascism.'
In reality, however, the new
government barely addressed the
existing problems.
Nor did it prevent new ones, such
as the death threats against Jews or a
recent Islamic edict calling on
Muslims to drive Danes out of the
Noerrebro quarter of Copenhagen.
The authorities remain indulgent.
The military mulls permitting Muslim
s oldiers in Denmark's volunteer
International Brigade to opt out of
actions they don't agree with - a privi
lege unique to them. Muhammad
Omar Bakri, the self-proclaimed
London-based 'eyes, ears and mouth'
of Osama bin Laden, won permission
to set up a branch of his organization,
Al-Muhajiroun.
Contrary to media reports, the real
news from Denmark is not flirting
with fascism but getting mired in
inertia. A government elected specifi
cally to deal with a set of problems
has made minimal headway. Its reluc
tance has potentially profound
implications for the West as a �
whole.
Reprinted with permission from Jerusalem Post,
August 28, 2002.

.-------------------Morality--------------�
Freedom of speech applies to Catholics

ALL LAWS MUST ENFORCE SOMEONE'S
MORALITY
By PATRICK QUIRK, Bond University Law School
N the public disputations
surrounding embryonic
stem cell research and IVF
programs these past
months, one hears the
following objection more
lo:K.-� and more: 'Stop trying to
force your morals on to me - I don't
share your (Catholic) religion!' The
charge could of course apply to any
group, religious or otherwise, but it
has special appeal when applied to
Catholics, since they appear to be the
ones who are always saying 'no' or
warning of some dire consequence
that 'never' eventuates.
How might one answer the objec
tion? Is the Church really just another
'control freak,' full of so-called 'moral
mechanics' trying to use the blunt
instrument of legislative reform to
force citizens to be good? Well, no.

I

Let us imagine a Catholic caller on
a talkback radio show who, havino
stated the Church's position on an
issue with reasonable accura C , is
now being roasted alive for being a
moral busybody. How to respond?
First, the caller could cool! y
observe that every law or regulation
imposes somebody's view of
morality or good administration on to
somebody else. Simply put, there are
very few laws passed that are de oid
of some kind of moral history or
presumption. In fact it is hard to
think of any at all. Maybe the idea
that we drive on the left is mere! an
accident of history, or that we use
Celsius and not Fahrenheit scale for
temperature - but most other laws (
concerning murder, theft, fraud,
safety standards etc.) are passed with
a view to community and individual
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No arguing with a stone tablet

0

NLY religion can accomplish for a modem society what tradition, reason, and
empirical observation cannot. Christianity and Judaism provide the major
premises of moral reasoning by revelation and by the stories in the Bible. There
is no need to attempt the impossible task of reasoning your way to first principles. Those
principles are accepted as given by God.
For most people, only revealed religion can supply the premises from which the
prescriptions of morality can be deduced. Religion teUs us what the end of man should
be and that information supplies the premises for moral reasoning and hence a basis for
moral conduct. Philosophers cannot agree on the proper end of man and hence cannot
supply the necessary premises. Religion is by its nature authoritative and final as to
first principles. It must be so or it would be valueless. Those principles are given on a
stone tablet, either literally or figuratively, and, so Jong as you believe the religion,
there is simply no possibility of arguing with what is on the tablet.
- Judge Roben H. Bork, Slouching cowards Gomorrah Regan Books, 1996.
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well being. This is the case with
much of our inherited common law
and even a casual glance through
Hansard will confirm just how much
ermonising and moral rumpus goes
on before a Bill makes it onto the
statute books. Morality of all grades
and degrees is at the heart of the law
making process. Moreover, how can
a
daim to be 'pluralist' if religiou \ iews are automatically
excluded? Religion is a public good,
a • to instilling virtue in the young,
and a narurail y occurring inclination
of all mankind. Almighty God even
o a mention in the Preamble to the
Common ealth Constitution.
Second, the caller might remind
listen d1at lhe faa that most people
·
o
lhe la
crucial to one of our
·ous and anciem political
p
the 'rule of la . This base
ci il society
ide
from the arbip
trar
y the strong
cy few chamaoa:inst the
pions of moral laissez faire, when
sole:mnl challenoed , · II concede
thar e shou1d do a a with the rule
of la . To sal lllil1 a law once passed
should be ignored because it is 'reli
gio
inspired' is to throw the rule
of la , out through a sinister secular
"'®do
So far oood. The third point that
might be orth putting, assuming
OUT intrrepid caller is still on the line,
is that encouraging fear about 'reli
gious z.ealo ' forcing themselves on
to an um>,7·tting public simply misses
the core issue. The core issue is the
morali cy (or otherwise) of the law
under consideration. Is it good or bad
for the community as a whole? What
has been th� experience of other
countries? How will it affect the poor
and the weak? What do the experts
say? And so on. This is where the

,
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Catholic citizen has a duty to know
what he is talking about and to put
cogent reasons, religious and other
wise, for a position that might appear
counter-cultural or even a little
'weird' to the inquiring non-Catholic
mind. Nevertheless, history has
shown time and again that minority
views can win the day and that argu
ments, once put into the public
square, can have momentous conse
quences. The rational mind loves to
conform itself to reality once reality is
known.
But still the Church's critics may
be concerned about an all conquering
Church seeking to take over the
entirety of our moral life by legal
means. This 'moral Taliban' exagger
ation is often used to lampoon the
Church, and not without effect.
Is this realistic? Is this what the
Pope, Bishops, Clergy and Laity all
crave? Anyone can see the answer is
no, but there is a more substantive
way to dissolve this fear to be found
in the writings of St Thomas
Aquinas.
St Thomas recognises the co=on
sense proposition that one can only
attempt to lead people to virtue gradu
ally and not all of a sudden. He also
recognizes that human law cannot
hope to cover the entire sweep of
human immorality. It is impossible to
legislate angelic norms for the entire
population because none of us is an
angel. Likewise a ridiculous law will
be seen for what it is and blatant
disobedience will weaken overall
respect for the rule of law discussed
above. This is all co=on sense.
Let's take a concrete example using
the contraception issue. Until a rela
tively short time ago contraception
was illegal in Australia and the
United States. Amongst the young
this is a little known fact. Still, there
is no hint that the Catholic Church in
2002 is about to embark on a
campaign to make contraception
illegal or punishable by law, despite
the recent historical precedent. Why?
Because the attempt would be futile
in the current climate of a post-l 960s
sexual licence, in which many people
use contraception and see nothing
wrong with it. Clearly a law against
contraception would bring the law
itself into disrepute through multiple
breaches by a community which has

The Freest and
Hardest of all
my acts of
Freedom

T NEVER doubted that this figure (of
hary ) was the figure of Faith; that she
embodied, as a complete human being
still only human, all that this (image) had
to say about humanity. The instant I
remembered the Catholi c Church, I
remembered her; when I tried to forget
the Catholic Church, I tried to forget her;
when I finally saw what was nobler than
my fate, the freest and hardest of all my
acts of freedom, it was in front of a gilded
and very gaudy linle image of her in the

port of Bridisi, that I promised this thing
that I would do, if I returned to my own
land.
- G. K. Chestenon, The Well and the Shallows
London 1935, writiag of his decision to beco�e
a Catholic.
-----·····-·-·-

rejected (or never heard) the Church's
teaching. Whatever The Australian (9
May, 2002, Page 1) may report about
Australia's falling birth rate and its
connections ro an impending budget
catastrophe, there is little chance of a
return to a law which makes it a
misdeme anour to 'to sell or give
away or to ad ertise or offer for sale
any articles for the prevention of
conception'.'
So what is the difference between
contraception and embryonic stem
cell research? In moral terms very
little - but the Church has never said
that all moral laws should be
reflected in civil law. The link
between contrac eption, marriage
breakdown, and the abortion trade is
pretty obvious ro anyone who reads
Pope Paul's prophetic statements in
Humanae Vitae. Bur so far as prudence
dictating a rule of action for Catholics
in 2002 is concerned, there is a world
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of difference between the two. Many
modem Australians can still see the
value and sacredness of human life
from conception through to natural
death - wilrless the euthanasia debate
of late last century. But modern
Australians will certainly not be
coaxed by legal means into aban
doning the contraceptive mentality. It
would be far more sensible to
promote the idea of the marriage
bond as so complete a self-giving that
to allow anything to interfere with it
is unthinkable. What an attractive
(and romantic) view of marriage.
Clear exposition and hard facts about
this precious teaching may well be
the honey that catches the fly.
Which brings us back to our point
about fostering respect for the rule of
law. Virtue has many ways of
seeping into the po/is. Let's pray that
those Catholics who call the talkback
shows remain confident that the rules
of free speech apply to them as much
as anyone else on the Federal and
State electoral rolls. May they never
fear to claim the airtime that is right
fully theirs, assuming of course that
they have checked their facts and
h ave a clear notion of the
r�asons for �e Church's posi- �
··
non on a parncular issue.
1. Part of Lhe New York }!enal Law quoted in the 1936
case of United States v One Package 86 F.2d 737

PATRICK QUIRK is a Professor of Law at Bond
University on Queensland's G old Coast. He
has a spe c i al int ere st in Eth i c s and the
Natural Law.
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How many
Catholics in merrie I
'
England?
G

EORGE C h a lmers, a placeman, a
pensioner, and a Scotchman, has been one
of the most conspicuous in this species of decep
tion. He, in what he calls an 'Estimate,' states the
population of England and Wales in 1377 at
2,092,978. The half of these were, of course,
females. The males then were 1,046,486. The
children, the aged, the inftnn, the sick, made a
half of these; so that there were 523,243 left of
able-bodied men in this whole kingdom! Now
the churches and the religious houses amounted
at that time lO upwards of 16,000 in number.
There was one priest to every church, and these
priests, together with the monks and friars, must
ha V e amoumed to about 40,000 able men,
leaving 483,243 able men. So that, as there were
more than 14,000 parish d1urcbes, there were
not quite
el V e able-bodied men to each!
Hume sa. that V at Tyler bad, in 1381 (four
years after Cbabno' date), 'a bW1dred thousand
men assembled oo Bladtlieatb,' so that, to say
nothing of me numerous bodies of insurgents
assembled .!I. the same time rm Benford, Essex,
and Iincoln;' to say nothing of
Suffo 11..
, ,.
'the king's amJ of _ "100;' and to say nothing of
all the nobiliry, emry, and rich people, here
, Vat Tyler bad go1 together on Blackheath more
than one-fifth o all the able-bodied men in
England and ales! And he had, too, collected
them rogaber in the space of about six days! Do
,Ve ,
Gill we wam, anything more than this
in answer, in refutation of these writers on the
ancient population of the country? Let it be
obseITed thaJ. in these days there were, as Hume
himself relates, and his authorities relate also,
frequemfy 100,000 pilgrin1s at a tin1e assembled
at Cametbury to do penance or make offerings at
the shrine of Thomas-a-Becket. There must then
have b=1 50,000 men here at once; so that, if
we
ro believe this pensioned Scotch writer,
we mUSl believe that more than a tenth of all the
able-lxxl.ied men of England and Wales were
frequently assembled at one and the same tin1e,
in one city, in at1 extreme comer of the island, to
kneel at the tomb of one single saint. But if
Camerbury could give entertainment to I 00,000
srrangers at a time, what must Canterbury itself
have been? A grand, a noble, a renowned dry it
was, enerated and even visited by no small
pan of the kings, princes, and nobles of Europe.
It is now a beggarly, gloomy-looking town,
with about 12,000 inhabitants, and, as the
published accounts say, with 3,000 of its inhabi
tants paupers, and with a part of the site of its
ancient and splendid churches, convents, and
srreets, covered with barracks, the cathedral only
remaining for the-purpose, as it were, of keeping
the people in mind of the height from which
they have fallen.

Ii'

_,-en,
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- William Cobbett, A History ofthe Protestant

MEDIA MATTERS
By James Murray
Nutty Notion
Plato's Republic. Pythagoras's Theorem.
Thomas Aquinas's Summa Theologica.
Einstein's
Theory
of
Relati ity.
Wittgenstein's Tractatus logico-philosoph
icus. Add to these distillations of wisdom,
Crittenden's Doughnut.
That's Stephen Crittenden, ABC luminary.
His Doughnut consists of the notion
(published in The Australian) that alleged and
actual derelictions of priests and nuns mean
that the Catholic Church has lost its moral
authority.
Why Crittenden's Doughnut? Because it is
a soft, non sequitur with a hole in the
middle. Marshall MacL uhan, Canadian
disciple of GK Chesterton, propounded the
paradox: 'The medium is the message.' He
did not suggest that the messenger is the
message, possibly realising the suggestion
would be a formula for ethical and moral
anarchy.
The message of the Catholic Church is the
message of Jesus Christ for all time and all
people. Its essential validity is not impaired
b his apostle Judas Iscariot's betrayal, the
threefold denial by the prime apostle Peter,
the sexual and financial shennanigans of
Renaissance popes or clerical derelictions,
generically defined as child sexual abuse.
Were Crittenden's Doughnut to be the
gauge of ethics and morality, how could The
Australian campaign for compliance with tax
regimes when its parent organisation, the
Tews Organisation, uses tax avoidance banks
of the Bahamian kind?
As for the ABC, how could it impartially
report on drug taking when it is has not been
unknown for lines of coke to be snorted in its
editing suites?
Yet Crittenden's Doughnut does have the
eas attraction of sweet junk food. It attracted
Mark Latham during the conscience debate
on the use (abuse?) of embryo stem cells. He
opined that the Catholic Church had no right
to preach morality until it set its house in
order, a remark of such obtuseness it makes
you think: if Mark Latham is an intellectual,
Simple Simon was a genius.
What about his own Labor Party, fallen so
far from its original ideals that Ben Chifley's

light on the hill gutters in the winds of polit
ical careerism? And what of the Liberal Party,
the National Party, the Australian Democrats?
Aren't they all in varying degrees guilty of
falling away from their ideals? Does this
invalidate those ideals?
Neverthless it must be said that the power
of Crittenden's Doughnut is not merely local.
Time magazine in a cover story asked: Can the
Catholic Church survive? Yet for all their
intelligence and investigative talent, the
secular hierarchy at Time stood by as America
On Line used the ephemeral profits of the dot
corn boom to take over Time-Warner and its
assets. Now the question is not, can the
Catholic Church survive, it is can Time
survive?
The sugar on Crittenden's Doughnut is the
ancient, Cathar idea of the Perfect Ones,
assumed by post-Enlightenment, anti-cler
ical, secular progressivists who believe theirs
is the key to human happiness. They are in
fact regressivists, their key being the key to
nihilism.

Rear Views
Former Prime Minister Malcolm Fraser did
it. So did the Army Chief, General Peter
Cosgrove: criticised, with the wisdom of
hindsight, Australia's involvment in the
ietnam War. But they, and everyone else
who uses the term, should remember hind
sight's provenance.
David Susskind achieved celebrity status
on his TV programme Open End in the 1960s
because he could pundit on about anything
and everything. His ego balloon was punc
tured when his wife, a formidable biddy,
quipped: 'Your trouble, David, is you suffer
from 20-20 hindsight.'
Judges of the past should remember her
quip. It was intended to convey sarcastic
disgust at the futility of hindsight without
correction of the historical errors made in a
given situation.
In the case of Vietnam, the error was
precipitate commitment without a prior reci
procal agreement from America that
Australia's military record entitled its
commanders to input on battlefield tactics
and war strategy.
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Apropos. Rather than hear Cosgrove's
hindsight opinions on the Vietnam involv
ment, it would be fascinating to hear his
views as a decorated infantry officer on
whether the war could have been won with
different tactics.

Stick and Parrot
The United States now carries the biggest
stick in history. But post-September 11
2001, it no longer talks softly as adjured by
Republican President Teddy Roosevelt
(18 5 8- 1919). This may be because
Koosevelt, unlike the incumbent President
George W Bush, saw active service with his
Rough Riders (ironically in the regime
changing Spanish-American War of 1898) .
President Bush has done an inordinate
amount of loud talking, particularly about
Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein, January of
next year being predicted for Desert Storm
II. Those who oppose such a move have
been compared to Hitler appeasers. But
Winston Churchill, who also saw active
service and did more than any other indi
vidual to defeat Hitler, said: 'Jaw, jaw is
better than war, war.'
And Pope John Paul II, who bears wound
scars as a result of his opposition to Soviet
hegemony, has said: 'Violence can only lead
to further hatred and destruction.'
The U.S. has always avoided references to
empire. But as the British were said to have
acquired the empire on which the sun never
set in a fit of absentmindedness, Americans
may be said to be acquiring theirs in blind
devotion to their democratic system, seem
ingly unaware that it is tainted with a
plutocracy that makes others see it as less
than ideal..
Not all of them are Islamic extremists.
That is why, as it did in its first post-World
War II policing operation in Korea and more
recently to free Kuwait in Desert Storm I,
America should have UN sanction for any
last-resort move against Saddam Hussein.

Pete Ryan's Blues
Journalist Sue Williams has written an
extraordinary book, Peter Ryan: The Inside
Story (Viking $29.95).
Extraordinary in the way she coped when
her relatively leisurely join-the-dots portrait
of New South Wales Police Commissioner
Peter Ryan turned into a deadline race as
his career path broke under the seismic
pressures of Sydney's ruthlessly expedient
politics.
Williams covers all the mac_hinations up
to the moment when Ryan, the nation's
highest paid public servant, was piped from

his headquarters. And the tune was not,
'Will ye no' come back again?' She has put
Ryan's vivid comments on the record as
well as the no less vivid comments of his
wife Adrienne, a thorny rose rather than a
blushing violet.
Yet for all her admirable cogency and
detail Williams could have had better
editing. There is a reference to the Jesuit
educated R r an's passing ambition to be a
White Father, described as priests who ran
about the countr in white robes - scarcely a
fair summation of the members of an
intrepid missionary order whose special
area was Islamic r orth Africa. Similarly
there are reference to the hard punishment
regime at R an' Jesuit high school by
comparison , itb the local grammar school
to which he apparent! yearned to go. Fair
enough. But unfair co imply by omission
that discipline in an, English grammar
school was maintained \ ith a feather.
At times, the nanati e uncomfortably
straddles Ryan' profes ional career and his
family life and ou u pect that it was
written with an e e to a lucrati e rights deal
with that admirable journal, Woman's Day.
There again, the w illiam account of Ryan
as a sharp-end cop in Lan a hire, Durham
and London is so tcono that, had it been
available before he came to S dney, he
would not ha e been o ea ii prejudged as
a mere academic.
Perhaps the most e aordinary aspect of
the book is its treatment of Free Masonry.
Only two brief referen es are made to
Masonry's influence in the London
Metropolitan Poli e Force. But although
Metropolitan Police Commissioner Sir Paul
Condon is mentioned, and Ryan cited as a
potential successor, there is no reference to
Condon's preferrino that bis senior officers
should not be Free I a ons.
There is one reference to Free Masonry in
Sydney: Ryan's poker-faced throw-away
line about police onferences being held in
the Sydney a onic Centre. Curious. As a
former director of Bramshill, England's
senior police officer training establishment,
Ryan must sure! y have a view on Free
Masonry and policing. Did Williams
consider it unimportant? Or did he?
Curious and curiouser. Soon after publi
cation of her book, came the death of former
NSW deputy police commissioner Brian
Doyle, a Catholic and non-Mason, passed
over for the commissioner's job although he
had made clear bis intent to halt a bribery
system that enmeshed police and politi
cians. Or was he passed over because of his
intent?
And soon after came the resurrection in
Grand Master's regalia of former Police

.'
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Commissioner Tony Lauer, who reportedly
put his Masonic membership in suspension
while commissioner.
Peter Ryan is a cool hand. It may be he
intends to write his own account. He should
concentrate on his theory and practice of
policing. Did it fail because of xenophobia?
Or were other hidden factors in play? If he
can elucidate these matters, he will have
done the State of NSW and Australia a
further service.

Pennies from Heaven
Trickle-down was the effect supposed to
follow free-market economics. There has
been little sign of it. There is stronger
evidence for the trickle-up effect, particu
larly in the fees of high-priced lawyers pros
ecuting and defending executives of failed
telecommunications, insurance and dot-corn
companies.

High-Flying Kiwi
The death of New Zealand-born journalist
Neal Travers in New York was marked with
obituary tributes to his c areer which
spanned 40 years and reached its apogee in
his gossip column for The Post. Omitted was
any reference to a failure that was more
characteristic of his courage than any of his
successes. In the 1980s, he launched Sports
Weekly, reasoning that sports-mad Australia
needed a national journal devoted to the
complete spectrum of bats, balls, racquets,
clubs, horses, et cetera, et cetera.
It failed, not because of any lack of zip in
its copy which came from talented journal
ists, staff and freelance, throughout the
country. Your correspondent was its sub
editor. What brought it undone was not his
misplaced commas. Its financial backers
were caught in the 1987 stock market crash.
The Travis requiem, at Holy Cross
Catholic Church, near Times Square, was
attended by his wife Tolly, daughter Anna,
son James and a Who's Who of celebrities.
The ecumenical nature of the congregation
was summed up in the remark of veteran
journalist Steve Dunleavy: 'What a crew,' he
said. 'All the jails must be empty.'
The crew included former New York Sate
Governor Mario Cuomo who said Travis
spoke to him about the meaning of life: 'He
saw his whole religious mission in life as he
explained it to me - especially in his last
days - was to live his life as a reporter as

fully, as richly and as generously as he
could without malice.'
There should be more of this.
Unfortunately, however, journalists of Neal
Travis's high calibre are rare. RIP.

Howard's Send-Off
Tremendous to see Prime Minister John
Howard following through on his statement
about the value of keeping older citizens in
the workforce. The appointment of septua
genarian Senator John Herron to the post
retirement position of Amb assador to
Dublin and the Vatican shows that Howard
is prepared to put taxpayers money where
his mouth is. And no doubt Herron's senato
rial pension will be reduced by an amount
equivalent to his ambassadorial emolu
ments.
Some may wonder, however, whether it is
in keeping with the significance and inde
pendence of Ireland, not to mention its
influence within the European Community,
to have to share an ambassador with the
Vatican. And vice versa. Australia h a s
already demeaned Ireland by closing its
Dublin visa office and forcing Irish citizens
to obtain their visas from London. As to the
Vatican, it has long been recognised as one
of the world's great listening posts for those
with the requisite professional expertise.
Overall the appointment of politicians as
ambassadors is questionable. It may be true
that politicians have an edge in the tradi
tional duty of ambassadors: to lie abroad for
their country. But professional diplomats
have the right to feel aggrieved that politi
cians get plum postings such as Washington,
London or Paris and never hardship post
ings such as Harare, Beirut or Jerusalem.
Foreign Minister Alexander Downer was
once a professional diplomat. He should be
as forward in his defence of his staff as he is
in the offence against Saddam Hussein,
despite a tendency to be a loose cannon
(popgun?).

last Thought
Fleet Streeter Hannen Swaffer (18791962) once said: 'Freedom of the press in
Britain means freedom to print such of the
proprietor's prejudices as the advertisers
don't object to.' Thank heavens this dire
situation has never obtained in Australasia.
© Austral-Media Pty Ltd 2002
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World War I - the myths and the betrayals

DRAGON'S TEETH
Reviewed by R.J.
HILE most head
lines and New

• York Review of
Books column

"' inches for five
--�----�• decades have
gone to historiography's prima donnas
- to the A. J. P. Taylors, Hugh Trevor
Ropers, Barbara Tuchmans and
Simon Schamas, not counting so
called 'Marxist historians', a concept
as incongruous as 'cannibalistic
vegans' - a very different breed of
chronicler has done most of the useful
work. To this breed's English subdi
vision belong such writers as
Christopher Hibbert, Gordon Brook
S hep herd, and Alan Palmer.
Numerous readers will recall
Palmer's exceptionally lucid, often
witty, undergraduate textbooks; few
will realise the sheer range of his
earlier publications, among which
Victory 1918's flyleaf lists 25 titles (not
counting collaborations with others).
In every way the present volume
justifies the loftiest expectations of
anything with Palmer's name on it.
To the literature on World War I's
origins, every historian and his dog
seems to have contributed his two
cents' worth; but recent literature on
World War I's close is (in English at
least) thin to anorexia. One can
understand why, since the outcome's
suddenness continues to baffle.
In April 1918 final victory for
Germany and her allies still looked
probable. In August it still looked
feasible. As late as October, Kaiser
Wil helm II seemed safe on his
throne. In November came Central
Europe's cataclysm, the aftershocks of
which Western man is still experi
encing. What went wrong? The
answer lies largely on battlefields in
Bulgaria, Greece, Romania, Syria, and
Italy's Piave region. Citing these
seldom-remembered flashpoints
necessitates a talent for assembling
facts, as distinct from spouting the

STOVE.

Victory 1918

by Alan Palmer
Grove Press. Available from News Weekly
Books for $30.00 plus p&h.
large gaseous generalisations that are
the average mo dern historian's
hobby.
By this formidable problem
Palmer remains courageously unde
terred. He has mastered the tempta
tion towards infinite regress (how
can you explain 1918 without
explaining 1917, 1916, 1915 ... ?)
through concentrating on war
theatres that our obsession with the
Western Front's carnage has

Pray for the
Dead

r-y,EIE Church takes upon herself
..L to make supplication for all
who have died in the one
Christian and Catholic body, in a
general commemoration, without
even mentioning their names, so
that in the case of those who have
not parents or children, relations
or friends, to pray for them, the
one loving Mother may offer these
suffrages on their behalf. If these
supplications which are offered up
in true faith and piety, were to fail
them, I should say that burying
their bodies in holy places would
not profit their souls.
- St Augustine 354-430, in De Cura
Gerenda de Mortuis (The Care to be taken
of the dead).
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obscured. This obsession is predomi
nancly a modern phenomenon;
during the war itself, newspapers'
attention focussed at least as much on
E ayp t, on Salonika, and on the
Italian front - which Hemingway, in
a h oll characteristic lie, called 'a
jo re front' - as on 'Flanders fields.'
en dealing with the war's early
Palmer quietly rehabilitates
· chener's reputation: which
cried from his death in 1916, and
Co n:,equem lack of opportunity to
lf-a orandising post-war
pen
me:mo
Taunted unmercifully in
retrospect (. \ argor Asquith snickr man, he was at
ered;
le
ter'), Kitchener
e
m the long-suppressed
-,
far more realistic
es.
· e war would
1
(no 'It'll all be
rubbish from
the Dardenelles'
Hamilton; and
dards he was
disti:nufy spmng or bis troops' lives.
Had he lm:d. he alone w ould have
had admire lhwan such Molochs
ldier since - no,
- has achieved
not .t,
following.
refused to accept
- ed at all: preferring
· ions had once
believe o · o Arthur, Emperor
Frederi r Barbarossa, and Owen
Glenda,;\;
that he would return to
rescue his imperilled country.
Pahner derotes much of his post
Kitchener
e to what too many
before him ha V e dismissed as
'sidesho, '. To explain these he
must convey
much detail that his
prose, though neVer an actual disin
centive to learning, is almost unbe
lievabl dense: appropriately so,
since its ery cluueredness conveys
the rtightmarisb tactical doubt which
mere flesh-and-blood mortals in
-------

----

---

- - - - - - - - - - - - , r·-········-·····················
GHQ felt day by day, sometimes
hour by hour.
Palmer thereby presupposes
considerable knowledge of his mate
rial: including, for example, a firm
grasp of Balkan and Mesopotamian
geography. Certainly this reviewer
felt grateful for all the maps Palmer's
publishers have provided, and would
have relished several more.
Preparatory brushing-up on Greek
politics, Ataturk's biography, late
Habsburg administration, and pre
Clemenceau French parliamentary
jockeying cannot hurt either. Even
linguistic talents will be useful:
'Izmir' is reasonably recognisable as
the Turkish name for the city which
Edwardian England knew as
Smyrna; but how many know that
the Slovenian town of Kobarid is
none other than Caporetto, site of the
war's worst Italian defeat?
Palmer's staggering, often unpre
dictable erudition ( h e can even
demonstrate the decade's freakish
meteorological patterns, and their
effect on specific battles) ensures
what few historians ever manage:
complete freedom from that most
odious form of determinism, smart
aleck hindsight. How little 'histor
ical inevitability' the final outcome
denoted appears afresh from
n umerous strategic might-have
beens, sti 11 under-appreciated
outside the countries most
concerned.
Tsarist Russia 's army, usually
dismissed as the Great War's ultimate
no-hoper, nevertheless managed in
mid-1916 the Brusilov Offensive:
which swept all before it - capturing
200,000 Austrian troops within three
days - until a humiliating lack of
ammunition (thanks to the home
front's treasonous incompetents)
forced the Russians' retreat.
Similarly, while France's 1917
mutinies are well remembered, their
scale is not, except by the French
themselves. At their height, they are
thought to have affected 55 out of 57
French divisions. Probably they
would have affected all 57, but for
Petain's willingness to conciliate the
poilus*. No wonder few Frenchmen in
1940 were exactly salivating over the
chance of a rematch.
The conflict demoralised even
those whom wealth and prestige

......................................
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Computerised pedophilia, murder,
rape and sado-masochism

T

HE debate about censorship, insofar as there can be said to be a
debate, usually centres on the issue of keeping children away from
pornography. There is, of course, a good deal of merit to that, but it
makes the issue sound like one of child rearing, which most people would
like the Government to butt out of. Opponents say parents can protect their
children by using control features offered by many services. Both sides are
missing a major point. Aside from the fact that many parents will not use
control features, censorship is also crucial to protect children - and the rest of
us - from men encouraged to act by a steady diet of computerised
ped?philia, murder, rape and sado-masochism. No one supposes that every
addict of such material will act out his fantasies but it is willfully blind to
think �at none will. The pleasures the viewers of such material get from
watching a thousand rape scenes or child kidnappings is not worth one
actual rape or kidnapping.
- Judge Robert H. Bork, Slouching towards Gomorrah Regan Books, 1996.

l
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protected from poison-gas and
mortar-shells. Of all Europe's 191418 warlords, only six (Petain himself,
Churchill, Maxime Weygand, Victor
Emmanuel III, Greece's Ioannis
Metaxas, and Italy's Pietro Badoglio)
played major roles in 1939-45.
Longer-term consequences for the
public culture were, of course, far
gloomier.
The destruction of Habsburg influ
ence in Eastern Europe is by now too
celebrated to warrant exegesis here (to
comprehend it, we need simply
watch the evening news).
So is the demographic disaster
afflicting inter-war France; so is the
oafish mendacity of British propa
ganda director Lord Northcliffe,
whose natural home was a madhouse
and who ended up in one.
Less recognised is the war's baleful
effect on British Toryism, which lost
its chevalier caste to the mud of the
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Somme and Passchendaele, thus
guaranteeing the party's capture by
those money-grubbing vulgarians
against whom Lord Salisbury once
warned. By selling their souls to the
homicidal, morally bankrupt dema
gogue Lloyd George, while propping
him up till 1922, the Tories
proclaimed that they would abandon
every last principle for the sake of
continued office.
All their subsequent humilia
tions derive ultimately from this
betrayal, to which Aldous Huxley
added the following gloss: 'Today
there are no such things as conser
vatives; t h e r e a r e only
nationalistic radicals of the�
·
R i g h t .' O r , in W a u g h ' s
blunter words: .'Basil Seal rides
again.'
* nickname for a French soldier.
R.J. STOVE is a w ell-known contributor to
Australian literary and political journals.
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By James Murray
Bloody Sunday
Central to this film is Ivan
Cooper, Protestant leader of the
non-violent, non-IRA march in
Derry on Sunday, January 30, 1972
that sought for Catholics and
Protestants in Northern Ireland civil
rights, equivalent to those enjoyed
in Britain.
Twenty-seven marchers were
killed or wounded by soldiers of the
elite 1st Battalion, The Parachute
Regiment whose fire discipline on
the day resembled that of the
vicious, old, irregular unit known as
the Black and Tans.
Result: the virtual end of an effec
tive, non-violent, civil rights move
ment. The long, British-Irish
loyalist-republican jig of death
resumed. Nor has it ceased.
Writer/director Paul Greengrass
used ex-soldiers in the film. The
people of Derry took part in the re
enactment of the march. And
Greengrass adds poignancy by
shooting with the kind of harsh
immecliacy he learned as a World in
Action reporter in Northern Ireland
in the 1980s. His close focuse on the
mayhem and heroism of the day
includes priests risking their lives
under fire to help rescue the
wounded and give absolution to the
dying.
James Nesbitt, best-known for
his featherweight TV comedy Cold
Feet, and like Cooper Protestant
raised, turns in an anguished,
heavyweight performance as the
heroic civil rights leader.
Nicholas Farrell and Tim Piggott
Smith play the officers in charge:
Brigadier Patrick MacLellan and
General Robert Ford. Farrell defines
to the l ast hesitant twitch
MacLellan's reluctance about
ordering the paras to go in. By
contrast, Smith makes Ford's atti
tude reminiscent of the Curragh
Mutiny officers who said they
would resign their commissions
rather than act against loyalists
ready to oppose by force of arms the
British Government's Home Rule
plan for A l l Ireland before the

outbreak of the Great War in 1914.
End captions, tellingly intercut
with the reading of the names of the
13 dead marchers, relate that an
inquiry headed by the Lord Chief
Justice of England, Lord Widger,,,
exonerated the paras. The British
Army has its glorious battle
honours. This film shows that the
Bloody Sunday action
is not one of them.
Rather it was an infa
mous battle disgrace.
MA 15+

The Emperor's New Clothes
Director Alan Taylor shoots in an
ingenious documentary style to
create plausibility for a marvellous
historical spoof: a plot enabling
Napoleon Bonaparte to take, well,
French leave, from St Helena by
substituting a look-alike so that he
can head for La France and La
Gloire.
Old master Ian Holm, in a fine
balance of ironies, shows the
pseudo Napoleon falling into mega
lomania while the real Napoleon,
thwarted by circumstances, meets a
woman called Pumpkin (Iben
Hjele, no vegetable) and finds what
really sustains the
world i s not sudden
revolution but day-today domesticity. M

ii

',, hen the moonshine involves
Sulli V an in a murder, witnessed
b hi son, both have to go on the
run. The revenge killing of his
ife and other son triggers a
rampage in which Sullivan robs
ban
of gangland funds. His
era ay driver is his son who can
barely ee over the steering
w heel. Their cross-country bank
robberie are reminiscent of Bonny
Qyde (Sonny and Clyde?).
eode also pays homage to
anoilier classic: The Godfather. He
Iioh hi film as sombrely as
Francis Ford Coppola did. And like
C pola he intercuts Catholic ritual
and gangster violence. He even has
Rooney l aL·e Holy Communion
uns.hriren, an aa this reviewer finds
imp usible for a character of this
stamp. urd ,
. Hypocrisy, no.
There · a. another reminiscence:
law, imp
· el cast against
J
, , pla a seedy assassin who
ph01ograpb.s his 'ct:ims. i•'lasn't this
th
of the killer in the Powell
bur er, 1960 shocker

lariii
him.

The Road to Perdition
E agerly awaited second film of
director Sam Mendes whose first,
American Beauty, caused an Oscars
rush. Its portentous title isn't helped
by its cuteness: it is the name of the
township where members of the
local Irish community are moon
shiners for the Chicago mob of the
Thirties.
Their leader John Rooney i s
played b y Paul Newman, looking
and sounding as if he has come only
a short way from Tipperary.
Rooney's quietly ruthless henchman
Michael Sullivan is played by Tom
Hanks in trademark, Oscar-winning
style. And the movie itself grips like
an Irish wolfhound from first to last.
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a

he an equiva
? Certainly, if
· such sirniould skewer

oes. ho

·ever, have one bril
momenL Sullivan sits in
oa ide diner. On the
of American condi-

Divine Secrets of the Ya- Ya

Sisterhood

This aagi-comedy of matriarchy
enthral! through the high-inten
si ty playing of a cast led by Sandra
Bullo k a 'playwright Sidda
Walker. hich is not to s ay La
Bullock dominates. How can she?
Her co-stars include Ellen Burstyn
in superlative form as Sidda's

mother Vivi, a cracked Louisianna
belle, estranged from Sidda.
Enter Maggie Smith, Fionnula
Flanagan and Shirley Knight as
the other members of the Ya-Ya
Sisterhood, Vivi's life-long group
of f riends. Can they effect a recon
ciliation? Not before Smith and
Flanagan compete in scene
stealing. Smith's prop i s an
oxygen cylinder (portable),
Flan agan ' s
a
Rolls-Royce
(convertible).
The movie interweaves present
joys and flashback memories
including Louisiana Catholicism.
In the flashbacks, Ashley Judd as
the young Vivi takes
the honours, by turns
winsome
and
wayward, pitiable and
triumphant. M 15+

B

The Gleaners and I
Not so much a documentary as
visual
essay
in
which
writer/director Agnes Varda shows
how real people can bear more
positive messages than any special
effects fiction.
Her gleaners range from contem
porary scavengers in city markets
and streets to those who gather in
country fields, their rights still
protected by laws enacted when
Christendom was synonymous
with Europe.
Varda and her team used hand
held digital cameras, resulting in
close-ups of characters who find
their survival in the
throw-away surplus of
the earth's natural and •
manufactured abundance. G

Dirty Deeds
Gaudy, ramshackle hurdy-gurdy
of a comedy-thriller. It moves fast
but goes nowhere. It might have
been improved had writer/director
David Caesar gone back to an orig
inal source instead of promoting his
script as urban folklore.
That source is The Mafia in
Australia by investigative reporter
Bob Bottom (gobsmacked that his
work should so quickly have
become folklore). His take on the
matter was that mafia soldiers so far

from muscling in on Sydney vice
and illegal casinos, as Caesar
suggests, were invited by local
crims in an early attempt to add
global executive skills to parochial
management. Acquisition of rights
to Bottom's book would have given
the mo ie American box-office
appeal. So re elarory was it that the
US Justice Dep artment recom
mended it to other law enforcement
agencies.
Bryan Brown, \Vho stars as local
crime chieftain Barr Ryan, long
ago found hi defining role: the
likeable larrikin. Here he plays him
to the ultimate decibel. Time for
him to change his personna and
fulfil his true potential as did
Humphrey Bogan and Lee Marvin.
American star John Goodman is
the chief m af i a antagonist,
predictably hapless in the Outback
compared to the suburban cowboy
Ryan. B igge r challenge to
Goodman' talent is pretending he
doesn't notice that an 1.l-16 has an
empty magazine \Vhen it is thrown
to him. ot to \ orry. Good old
Barry spares him as no doubt John
Howard will spare George W Bush.
Dirty Deeds join s Breaker Morant
and Gallipoli on the list
of movies w here jingoistic Uingoz:ti ?) sentiment fudges histor .
MA15+

II

The Tracker
Time: 1922. Place: outback
Australia. Two anonymous cops
(Garry Sweet, Damon Garneau) and
a conscripted ci ilian (veteran
stuntman Grant Page) hunt an
Aborigine alleged to have killed a
white woman. But the Tracker of
the title (Da id Gulpilil) has
another agenda.
Sweet is eV en more enigmati
cally commanding than when he
played Don Bradman, hero of
cricket pitch and stock exchange.
Gameau's debur is impressive. Page
makes acting look as easy as falling
off a stunt horse. Gulpilil? His still
ness conveys more than any action.
But when he does move, he is
lightning personified
Writer/director Rolph De Heer
emphasises the ballad simplicity of
his story-line in three ways:
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minimal dialogue, Archie Roach's
melancholy sound-track songs and
Peter Coad's primitive paintings of
, shootings and spearings used as
substitutes for filming violence
directly. The result: De H eer
demonstrates in film
what Mies Van Der
Rohe demonstrated in
architecture: Less is
more.MA 15+

El

The Crocodile Hunter:
Collision Course
H ome movie techniques are
combined with those of the CIA
thriller in the first feature of Steve
Irwin who enraptures 200 million
Discovery Channel viewers with
his escapades and his slogan
'Crikey!'. The result is HHQFFNQ
(H igh Hoot Q uotient From Far
North Queensland).
Director John Stainton adds to
the Hoot Quoient by getting Irwin
to grapple with Australia's more
fearsome fauna as if oblivious to
plotting to acquire a satellite-photo
graph container swallowed by the
crocodile he is wrestling. In this, he
is abetted by his wife Terri, a cool
customer, who behaves as if the
croc is already a handbag.
Magda Szubanski's irascible,
gun-toting widow suggests she
may be the comic, Aussie offspring
of Ma and Pa K ettle. David
Wenham is her game ranger antag
onist. Both speak in local accents.
Others, including Steve Bastoni,
Lachie Hulme and Steve Vidler, get
a chance to demonstrate their American
accents which should
do their trans-Pacific
· ·
careers no harm. PG

B

The Navigators

The title may be inept but not
director Ken Loach's mordant take
on the privatisation of what was
British Rail and is now British
wail, given its fatal crashes and
financial catastrophes.
We see it happening through the
experiences of a gang of Yorkshire
lads, brothers at least in wry
laughter to Shakespeare's Rude
Mechanicals, including Bottom the
Weaver (whose bean-counter

b rother originated the despotic
Bottom Line). The cast includes
club comedian Venn Tracey, lounge
singer Dean Andrews and singer
producer Sean Glenn.
The indignities they endure as
they are pushed into contract
labour and cutting corners are as
petty an d i d iotic as they are
inevitably disastrous wherever
applied, including Australia. By
concentrating their focus on the
railwaymen, however, Loach and
h i s scrip twriter Paul Laverty
weaken the fibn. What it needs is
a view of the managerial
econocrats who made (and make)
their fortunes from privatisation as
others d i d i n other times,
commemorated in the nursery
rhyme: 'Seesaw, Marjorie Daw,
Johnny shall h ave a
new mas.ter/ He shall
have but a penny a day
_
.
because he can't work
any faster'. MA 15+

II

Changing lanes
Minor episodes: major conse
quences is the theme of this parable
in which S am uel L Jac kson
subdues his customary macho flam
boyance to play Doyle Gipson, a
put-upon alcoholic involved in a
crash with a lawyer Gavin Banek
(Ben Affleck). Both were heading
for court, Gipson to try to save his
marriage and children, Banek to
lodge a crucial document on behalf
of colleagues, who administer a
charitable trust.
Banek loses the document,
Gipson finds it and it becomes the
trigger for a round of attack and
counter-attack which
reach their climax in a
way appropriate to the
day of the crash: Good
Friday. M

EJ

theatrical projects to keep his wait
ress inamorata Bella (Anna
Thomson) in awe of his genius.
Thomson, as thin, leggy and
elegant as a filly just returned from
Weightwatchers, lifts the comedy.
And with it the other main players,
Jamie Harris (son of Richard),
Angelica Torn (daughter of Rip)
and Louise Lasser (ex-wife of
Allen). Kolleck's final twist has a
New York aptness.
Living h appily ever
after for Bella involves
a mugging. M15+

II

Wil/Fu/1
A rarety • a movie seeking to
show how the rich in egalitarian
Australia live. It is also the directo
rial debut of Rebel Penfold Russell
(producer of The Adventures of Priscilla
Queen of the Desert, et al) who knows
something of the subject.
It must be judged a brave (okay,
bravura) failure, perhaps because
Russell was initially committed to
another movie, and when it lost its
financial bearings went with a cast
not ideal for their new parts.
As a wicked stepfather, even that
imperturbable veteran of aerial and
acting dogfights, Charles 'Bud'
Tingwell, looks like he would be
more comfortable as Simple Simon
playing Einstein.
The stylish histrionics of Anne
Looby as Katya, a haunting mother,
may remind some of the late
socialite Rada Penfold Russell.
Anna Lise Phillips, who plays the
haunted daughter Catherine, is a
good egg, that is, freckled and fresh.
She fails, however, to·
convey the sense of
entitlem ent of an
Australian born to old
money. MA 15+

Fast Food Fast Women
Writer/director Amos Kolleck is
a deep student of Woody Allen's
work. But not so deep as to prevent
him making fun of the master's
way with fables about New Yorkers
searching for love. Kolleck even
includes a myopic, twitchy Allen
look-alike Paul (Austin Pendelton)
who prates about his inane
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Greenfingers
Prisoners, given the chance to
garden, also raise a crop of laughter
in this fact-inspired comedy which
is so Ealingesque you half-expect
Alec Guinness to appear from
behind the potting shed, though he
might blench at one sex scene that
resembles a porno discard cut into
the movie like a noxious weed
grafted onto a grapevine.
Colin (Clive Owen) is the satur
nine leader of the gardening crirns.
His adviser is Fergus (David Kelly)
who looks as benign as a
leprechaun doing time for slovenly
cobbling. In fact, his crime is wife
murder. Colin? Fratricide. H e a v y
stuff.
Despite it everything turns out
blooming marvellous thanks to the
lovely Primrose (Natasha Little)
and her mother, celebrity gardener
Georgina Woodhouse, (Helen
Mirren giving the Queen regal
pointers on radiating laughter).
The crirns eventually make it to
the Hampton Court Palace Garden
Show (not on the calendar way
back when this reviewer covered
Surrey shows for the newspapers
of E Blundell Pye, New Zealand
born p recursor of Rupert
Murdoch). All in all, a flower
power comedy which
will inspire audiences
to thoughts of seeds
rather than popcorn. M

Reign of Fire

B

Fantastic mix of the folklore that
remembers dinosaurs as dragons,
and a future world similar to that
of the Mad lvfax movies, but located
in a wild, north country (actually
Ireland
for
doub ling
Northumberland). There a British
clan led b Quinn (Christian Bale),
kitted out with a spare muscle suit
belonging to Sean Connery, keeps
watch and v ard against the fiery
(and nightmarishly convincing)
dragons, hich have come to domi
nate the world.
Over the hills rides a team of
American dragon-slayers led by
Van Zan (Matthew McConaughey).
Talk about tough. His muscle suit
is mightier than Quinn's, possibly
because it (and his cigar b utt)

belong to Arnold Schwarzenneger.
With Van Zan is helicopter pilot
Alex (Izabella Scorupco). No muscle
suit for her as she commands a
squad of sky-divers who have their
own death-defying method of
dealing with the dragons.
After an initial clash of muscle
suits, comes a joint expedition to
London to tackle the master dragon
in its lair. Who wins?
Hint: read the original
story involving St
George. M

m

Beware of Greeks
Bearing Guns
Neat title supported b y the
splendid playing of Greek star
Lakis Lazopoulos, d oubling as
twin b r others: Manos, a mild,
sober schoolteacher, and George, a
brandy-swigging swashbuckler.
They descend on Melbourne to
pursue a Cretan vendetta with a
now prosperous c ompatriot, and
an interrupted romance with a
childhood s weetheart ( Zoe
Carides, as beguiling as Circe in a
power suit).
Is the vendetta authentic? Was
the Trojan horse made of titanium?
Director John Tatoulis g oes for
laughs not subtilty. His plot has
more holes in it than a fishing net
but it captures the attention. The
same thing c ould be said of
Aristophanes (448-388BC) and his
comedies still get a run
from impresarios who
don't want to pay royalties to living playwrights. MA 15+

m

Birthday Girl
Nicol Kidman is Nadia, the
Russian bride conjured from the
internet by lonely bank clerk John
(Ben Chaplin, n o relation of
Charlie). She can scarcely speak
English. He can't speak Russian.
Nonetheless the alacrity of her
responses in other ways startles
him. So d oes the arrival in his
suburban home of her boisterous
and threatening friends (Vincent
Cassel and Mathieu Kassovitz).
They make John wish the Iron
Curtain were still firmly welded in
place.

You may well do so,
too. Or try to see the
funnier Australian version:

Russian Doll. MA 15+

■

Atanarjuat: The Fast Runner
Director Zacharias Kunuk's
Canadian mastery of documentary
technique is powerful. So powerful,
so epic in scale, he convinces us we
are eye-witnesses to the ordeals of
Atanarjuat (Natar Ungalaaq) in this
legend of love and murder among
the members of an Inuit clan, living,
hunting and being dominated by an
evil shaman amid Arctic snow and
ice in the days before European
settlement.
Robert Flaherty's .1922 documen
tary Nanook of the North gave the
world a certain idea of
the Inuit. Kunuk's
drama is destined to
replace it. MA 15+

B

Beauty and the Beast

B

Horses: The Story of Equus

Film-maker Michael Caulfield
tells the story by concentrating on
three horses, one destined to be a
race horse, the other a failed show
jumper and succesful stunt horse
and the third a wild stallion which,
like the colt from old Regret gets
away but is not recaptured,
remaining free to provide the
movie's final defiant shot.
Caulfield a skilled animal photog
rapher, makes optimum use of the
IMAX camera to give us a sense that
we could only be closer
to the horses if we were
riding them. Gabriel
Byrne narrates. G

B

This is a special feature length,
IMAX version of the cartoon which
shows that the old master Walt
Disney's spirit still rules his empire.
Robbie Benson provides the voice

A

of the Beast, Paige O'Hara that of
Belle, Richard White that of Gaston.
Angela (Murder She Wrote )
Lansbury chimes in as the lively Mrs
Potts and her offspring Chip. Jerry
(Law and Order) Orbach is Lumiere
and David (MASH) Ogden Stiers, is
Cogsworth. The IMAX scale is, of
course, immense but immensely
charming rather than
scary according to this
reviewer's assistant
grandchildren. G
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The Sum of All Fears

Windtalkers

Author of the original book Tom
Clancy is credited as executive
producer. Ben Affleck takes over
from Harrison Ford as Clancy's alter
ego, agent Jack Ryan, and appears
bewildered by his transmogrifica
tion. Alan Bates, most English of
actors, does better with his, even
though he plays a neo-Nazi
conspiring with rogue Russian
scientists to plant a suitcase-size
nuclear weapon in the United
States.
The magisterial Morgan Freeman
as CIA director William Cabot has a
tough task holding the plot lines
together as they become the sum of
all paranoias in scenes of crazed
devastation, the kind
that make people
involved in real catastrophes say: 'It was just
like the movies.' M

Director James Woo's middle
names should be All Action. In this
war movie, he has 103 stunt players
and three hula dancers compared to
43 actors. But he allows the action to
obscure the fascinating story line of
the avajo Indians who joined the
US Marines as wireless operators
using a coded version of their native
language to confuse the Japanese.
icholas Cage stars as a veteran
assigned to protect one of the
windtalkers Ben Yahsee (Adam
Beach). And if necessary kill him to
prevent him falling into Japanese
hands.
The Navajo code activity was
incidental to the 1955 movie Battle
Cry, based on the Leon Uris novel.
Similar stories are told
of Gaelic speakers in
Scottish
regiments
being used to confuse
Germans. MA

■

The Bourne Identity
As always in a Robert Ludlum
thriller narrative the plot is the
star. And the plot within the plot
is the co-star. Add to this the loca
tion Prague at its most magnificent
and Matt D amon does well t o
stand-out a s American secret agent
Bourne.
Suffering from amnesia he finds
himself hunted for reasons he
cannot comprehend by former
colleagues Conklin (Chris Cooper)
a hard nut with a harder heart and
Abbott (Brian Cox) a hard nut
with a marshmallow centre.
But Bourne's conditioned
reflexes kick-in and aided by the
drifter Maria (Franka Potente) he
sets out to thwart Conklin and
Abbott while being pursued by a
sniper specialist, codenamed the
Professor (Clive Owen).
Damon's playing is brighter and
sharper than his teeth. And they're
not dull stumps. Potente, who
since Run Lola Run has run away
with every movie she has been in,
does so again.
Robert Ludlum, credited as co
exective producer, died while the
movie was in production. But l ike Ian
Fleming, he is likely to
go marching on. MA

■

■

K19: The Widow Maker
Who would have believed at the
height of the Cold War in 1961 that
Hollywood would one day make a
movie about the period in which
Russian Communists were the
heroes.
Here it is, complete with Harrison
Ford and Liam Neeson as Russki
nuclear sub officers who go to the
limit to prevent a nuclear accident
involving Russia and America in
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MAD
(Mutually
Assured
Destruction). Given the current
rapprochement between the two
nations, this thriller demonstrates
that entertainment can
be an extension of
diplomacy by other
means.M

Bad Company
It must be fun that keeps
Anthony Hopkins making movies
that are less than the sum of his
protean talents. Here he plays a
CIA chieftain forced to recruit a
b lack comedian (Chris Rock)
when his twin brother is killed.
Hopkins keeps his upper lip
stiff. Rock does not, In fact, in his
fantic mugging he sometimes
resembles the late
Stepen Fetchit, derogated as stereotype of
black sycophancy. MA

II

MIIB
Decoded this title means Men In
Black II, sequel to Men in Black, the

II

T ommy Lee J ones-Will Smith
vehicle in which the mediaeval in
the form of Hieronymous Bosch
monsters met the
surreal somewhere in
the not too distant
future. MA

Metropolis
Remake o( the Fritz Lang classic
in cartoon form. But thanks to its
J apanese
sombre
draughtsmanship and
masterly editing, i t
retains much of the
original's power. M

Together
Director Lukas Moodysson
gives the commune life of the
Sixties a Swedish, Seventies and
satirical twist through the
northern solemnity his characters
bring
to
mimicking
the
p ioneering frolics of San
F rancisco's • Haight-Ashbury
flower-children who
let it all hang out,
including their generalised daftness. M

II

Vocations: growing worldwide
Did you know that the
total number of semi
narians (diocesan and
religious) worldwide has
grown an incredible
73.1 % during Pope
John Paul's pontificate
from 63,882 in 1978 to
110,583 in 2000.

We here in Australia may
feel discouraged by a lack of
priestly vocations, but thou
sands of young men around the
world hunger to offer their
lives to God every year. In
many countries, vocations are
plentiful, but poverty often
means that a suitable candidate
can be turned away, since
neither his family nor his
bishop have the funds to
support
his
training.
Meanwhile, for many of the
lucky ones who are accepted
into the seminary, it is a
journey of great sacrifice: food
and books are frequently scant;
often several students share

one small room in the dilapi
dated, unheated seminaries.
Sadly too, religious persecu
tion is not yet a thing of the
past. Communist regimes and
fundamentalist Islamic govern
ments still oppress, obstruct
and even outlaw the practice of
the Faith. In China, churches
are destroyed while priests,
nuns and lay are bullied and
arrested. In Vietnam, despite
numerous vocations, the
government only allows a
restricted number of men to
enter the seminary every two
years. In northern S udan,
Christians are second class
citizens, while in the south
their churches and schools are
bombed. Yet in these coun
tries, and dozens of others,
there are men who are willing
to face whatever the future
may bring in order to train for
the priesthood, and become
shepherds to God's people.

Chinese seminarians in their cramped dormitory

Fom Peru to Lithuania, Aid to the Church in Need
offers support

Can you help one of tllese young
men on his iourney to God's altar?
""1J �-

T

pey are the furure of Christ's
Holy Catholic Church. The
average grant that Aid to the
Church in Need (ACN) gives to a
seminarian is $500 - but whatever
you can afford will be enormously
appreciated. ACN forwards the
donations directly to a local bishop

G

send to:

or to the rectors of the seminaries.
You can be assured of their prayers
both now and when they come to
offer the Holy Sacrifice of Mass.
Ever y year, Aid to the Chur ch in
Need supports over 19,000 poor or
persecuted seminarians around the
wodd.
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VIETNAM: Seminarians pray before a makeshift altar

Aid to the Church in Need PO Box 6245 Blacktown DC NSW 2148

Tel/Fax No: (02) 9679-1929

Email: info@aidtochurch.org

I/We enclose $ .............. to support the training of future priests.

I enclose a cheque/money order payable to Aid to the Church in Need
my
P

d' ebi, Banke. " '"" m M"'""'di
;(
:==========O==R =iT
I
Expiry date: ...../......

Signature: ......................................

BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms/Rev ..................................................
Address ............................................................
.............................................. Postcode ............

Web: www.�idtochurch.org
-...... .
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A beautiful set of Vatican ros ary
beads wi ll be sent to all those
who give a donation of $10
or more and tick this box

AID TO THE CHURCH INNEED . . . a Cathofu: charity dependent on the Ho!J See, providing pastoral relief to needy and oppressed Churches
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Communication------------�

.--------------

Linguistic pitfalls for the unsuspecting

DEAR SIR OR MADMAN ...
We live in a so-called Age of Communication. Shouldn't that be the Age of the Means of Communication?
This second anicle by SAM SIMMONDS in our mini-series on the perils of communication,
suggests ways ofdodging the pitfalls.
,--
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=--.....,--. HILE most
of us are
content to
• c om m u n i 
cate to all
and sundry
a l m o s t
anything by word of mouth, confi
dent that we shall be understood
(heaven help us!), we tend to baulk
at doing the same thing in print.
Inbuilt in most of us is a memory of
the enjoinder, "never put anything in
writing". This and other dire warn
ings encourage us to take great care
about what we commit to paper
because we acknowledge that,
compared with the spoken word
(which can be dismissed as mere
chatter), any medium which
preserves an objective record
possesses a far greater power (for
good or ill). In the face of this aware
ness of the problem, it is astonishing
how many pitfalls we contrive to fall
into.
Or maybe not so surprising. Critics
of modern primary education might
point out that since we have progres
sively adopted computers in recent
decades as a primary information
interface and have struggled
throughout this time to coax some
kind of sense out of them (more of
this in the next article), we should all
by now be familiar with the well
known maxim 'garbage in-garbage
out'. Which is equally true of the
education of children.
Turning again to Alice in
Wonderland, that magnificent trea
sury of the sense and nonsense to be
found in our language, when Alice
foolishly tries to convince the March
hare that meaning what you say is
the same as saying what you mean,
the Hatter says, "Not the same thing a
bit! Why, you might as well say that

'I see what I eat' is the same as 'I eat
what I see"'. Not so mad after all,
evidently.
For reasons which I must confess
escape me, the former President of the
United States, Ronald Reagan, is
known as 'The Great Communicator'.
For me the title of the greatest
communicator, in my lifetime
anyway, goes to Winston Churchill.
Whatever one feels about his politics
and his part in Australia's history,
one can believe him when he wrote
of his early life, "By being so long in
the lowest form [at Harrow School] I
gained an immense advantage over
the cleverer boys ... I got into my
bones the essential structure of the
normal [English] sentence - which is
a noble thing." Indeed it is. Perhaps it
is time our educators started to rein
troduce some nobility in the use of
English here. Your style doesn't have
to be Churchillian, but your meaning
should at least be clear.

Special offer for
Annals readers

ic

Cross of Anzac
Australian Catholic
Service Chaplains
by Tom Johnston
usually $38.50 +$6.60 p&p
Mention Annals
and purchase this book

for

$32.00 +$5.50 p&p

Send your order to
Cross of Anzac Annals Offer
GPO Box 829 canberra 2601
please include name & address,
credit card (m/c visa and b/c)
or cheque and phone nos.
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There are times and places when
that injunction i s of paramount
importance. Such as is in the design
of road signs for motor vehicles and
others. What is needed here is a
simple signage in an instantly recog
nizable language that applies over
the whole distance of your journey
and does not require you to stop in
order to read it. This unfortunately
seems not to be understood, or at
least does acknowledged, in either
Australia or the USA. On Europe's
roads, perhaps because of the
constant changes of language over
relatively short distances, they grasp
this perfectly. If, for example, the
lane you are in is about to merge
with one from the left or right, a
diagrammatic sign demonstrating
unambiguously what is about to
occur is prominently placed (and,
when necessary, brightly illumi
nated). Compare the uninspired
'Form One Lane'. Not only does this
have to be read, word by word, by
road users travelling at speed, but it
makes less sense than Alice. Have
you ever tried to form more than
one? And there are many, consider
ably more prolix, examples, with
consequently attendant dangers of
even worse disasters.
Handwritten signs, of course, can
be just as silly without the potential
threat to life and limb. What some
people call 'greengrocers' English' is
often a source of great entertainment
and even amusement, albeit at the
expense of the illiterate retailer (of
whatever commodity - ignorance of
basic word construction i s not
confined to purveyors of vegetables).
Without detailing the howlers
observable by all along the local
High Street, one is regularly conspic
uous - the misuse of the apostrophe.
For some unknown reason, this

\Nll'H '.3UC\-\ BUUT'(

punctuation mark is the Waterloo of
many a signwriter, who frequently
finds it impossible to offer for sale
any plwal product without this tiny
stroke of the pen. 'Banana's', 'pota
toe's', even 'Brussel's sprout's', may
b e seen everywhere. The most
absurd I've yet encountered is
'gateau'x'!!
It is in the everyday print media,
however, such as newspapers and
magazines, that the mastery of ow
own tongue is most sorely threat
ened. Allusions have been made in
earlier articles to the fact that press
columnists (like television presenters
and newsreaders) are held by us to
possess authority in what they write
or say and how they do it. Their
employers, after all, pay them to do
what they do and that, therefore,
seems to us somehow to be some
kind of imprimatw, confirming that
their journalistic style and content is
approved and therefore acceptable.
Would that it were so! While the best
of them are indeed to be commended,
the others must be regarded with the
deepest suspicion.
Authors of printed books at least
usually have a filter for the worst of
their literary peccadilloes in their
publishers' editors, although some
times you could be forgiven for not
b elieving it. Browsing recently
through a reputable book store, I
took some considerable time to
examine a work of great interest to
me with a view to purchasing it.
Regrettably, on finding so many
simplistic errors of spelling and
construction therein, I had to change
my mind. My rationale for this was
that if there were so many errors that
I was able to see, how many others,
outside my knowledge, were
included? Reluctantly, I replaced it
on its shelf, simply because I felt I
could not rely on the authority of
author/editor/publisher.
Therein lies the problem. With
no - or very few - good examples
of English language users in the
mass media (the o n l y media
outside schoolwork to which
young people are regularly
exposed), where and how is the
next generation of communicators
to emerge? Once again, we come
back to confront those who insist
that si nce English is a l i v e

················································--~
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'Weefibs' and works
of art

:AM.Es Macpherson ( 1736-96), a Scottish poet and adventurer,
alleged that in the course of his wanderings in the Highlands he
had discovered some ancient Gaelic manuscripts. Enthusiastic
Scottish litt.erateurs put up a subscription to enable Macpherson to
pursue his researches, and in 1761 he published Fingal, an andent Epic

Poem in Six Books, together with several other poems mmposed by Ossian, the Son
of Fingal. Ossian is the legendary third-century hero and bard of Celtic
literature. Fingal was soon followed by the publication of a still larger
Ossianic epic called Temora, and this by a collection edition, The Works of
Ossian. The authenticity of Macpherson's text was at once questioned in

England, particularly by Dr Johnson (whom Macpherson answered by
sending him a challenge to a duel), and to his death Macpherson
refused, under various unconvincing pretexts, to publish his alleged
Gaelic originals. By the turn of the century the controversy was settled;
it was established that while Macpherson had used fragments of
ancient Celtic lore, most of the 'Ossianic texts' were of his own making.
Yet here again the question arises whether the poetic quality of the
work itself is altered by the fact that it was written not by Ossian the
son of Fingal, but by James Macpherson? The 'Ossianic' texts were
translated into many languages, and had a considerable influence on
the literature and cultural climate of Europe in the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries.
This is how the Encyclopaedia Britannica sums up its evaluation of
Macpherson (my italics):
The varied sources of his work and its worthlessness as a transcript
of actual Celtic poems do not alter the fact that he produced a work of
art which... did more than any single work to bring about the romantic move
ment in European, and especially in Ger man, literature ... Herder and
Goethe... were among its profound admirers.
- Arthur Koestler, The Ad of Creation, London, Pan Books, 1964

language, it is wrong to stifle or
discourage individual variation in
its usage. That argument, though,
only holds water, when we can
identify the language in its present
form - even if that only lasts for this
month. The old adage is that you
should clearly understand the rules
ANNALS AUSTRALASIA IBC AUGUST 2002

before you presume to break them.
Th is excellent a dv ice is
totally ignored today b y �
those who need ft most.
SAM SWMONDS is a writer, broadcaster and film and
video producer. Sam has worked in all aspects of media
in the UK and Australia and runs a media consuJtancy,
Simmonds Media (Australia). He is also the national
recruiting officer for Australian Mensa Inc.
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